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Maha Kumbabhisekam of Keelakottai Sri Ramakrishna Vinayagar Temple - Scenes.
News on page 13

Newly renovated garden at the Karaikudi, Arulmigu Mutthalamman Kovil,
Holy Water Tank compound. News on page 47
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The subscription form was included in the
last two issues. Thereafter, many subscribers
are filling up the forms and sending them to
us along with the subscription amount. The
immense trust reposed by our people on our
magazine encourages us more and more.
Unity and service mindedness should
develop and continue among our people.
The youngsters of our community should
be made aware of the greatness and unique
achievements of our ancestors and should
march ahead on the path patterned by our
ancestors with untiring dynamism.
Our community brethren should take
leading part in developing Tamilnadu’s
literature, politics, economics, religion,
philanthropy, industry, education, arts, and
culture. These are our lofty aims. For these
efforts our Namadhu Chettinad Magazine
will serve as the meeting point and launching
pad.
Recently I came to know about the noble
services of “Narchandupatti Nagarathar
Nalvazhvu Mayyam” which is conducted in an
exemplary manner by our community people.
All agree that Nagarathar were the pioneers
and leaders in all spheres in Tamilnadu. In
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that order, our people are the pioneers in securing the
welfare of senior citizens. The activities of Narchandupatti
Nagarathar welfare committee prove that the fact without
any doubt. You are eager to know what are their activities
so worthy, aren’t you?
Senior citizens over the age of 60 when living without
others to help, find it is difficult to cook the food necessary
to them. For them, healthy, nourishing food, providing
variety in dishes, is cooked and distributed to their homes
morning, noon and night without any profit motive. Food
is sent in steel Tiffin carriers for each person every time
individually. The rates are concessional. Now around 70
persons are utilizing their service.
There is a separate committee to implement this scheme.
The members of the committee are interested in selfless
service to the welfare of others.
They contribute physical work and necessary monetary
contribution. We have asked for the detailed project report
from the Narchandhupatti Nagarathar Welfare Committee.
It will be published in our magazine as a catalyst. Our people
with noble hearts should take the initiative and start such
schemes in other places where they are needed. The small
drops of service will accumulate and spread as floods. The
impact of these committees everywhere should multiply
and spread and the elders will get a better standard of
welfare in life.
The benefactors should be encouraged and we should
extend our cooperation.
Long live the Narchandupatti Nagarathar Welfare
Committee.

Let their good service grow in strength.
Yours Sincerely,

Rajamani Muthuganesan
Kallal Masi Car procession in Wrapper
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Spiritual service and Fostering Tamil by Nagarathar

Soma. Lakshmanan, who is cherished

by his penname Somale, with affection by
Tamil people, was born on 11 February 1921
in Nerkuppai village of the western range
of Chettinadu in Sivagangai District. Peri.
Somasundaram Chettiar and Nachchammai
Achi were his parents.
Somale belonged to the Kazhanivasal
sect of Ilayatrankudi Temple.
He was the sixth child of his parents.
Chokkalingam and Periakaruppan were his
elder brothers and Thiruvathal, Mangai and
Kalyani were his elder sisters.
He holds great respect and love for his
parents right from his boyhood. Even after
he became an adult, he would start his daily
activities only after praying obeisance to the
portraits of his father and mother.
Somale studied in Presidency College
Chennai and got his B.A. degree in 1941.
Then he studied journalism in Hariman
College Mumbai and obtained Diploma in
Journalism in 1947.
At the age of sixteen he married
Nachchamai from the Aathikkadu Thekkur
Village.
Thiruvathal,
Meenakshi,
Mallika
and Seetha are the four daughters and
Somasundaram is their only son.
From the youth itself, Somale had a
brave heart.
He wished to do agriculture. There
was a land belonging to him in the village
of Peppanyampatti near Keelavalavu in
Madurai District. He started digging a well
6 u March 2016

in that land. But the well dug with heavy
expenditure collapsed. The relatives and
workers were much worried over this. But
Somale was not worried even in the least.
‘Nothing was irreparably lost by the collapse
of the well. Let us all be happy as no one
lost his life in this accident’, he told.
This proves the strong minded attitude
of Somale.
As agriculture was not suitable, he took
up the export import trade pursued by his
family for long.
In connection with the export trade he
travelled in foreign countries from August
1948 to February 1949. He travelled to
Britain, Sweden, Germany, Chekoslovakia,
France, Ireland, America, Hawaii Island,
Australia and Malaysia.
Somale mentioned, “I went out as
a trader but returned as a writer”. This
international tour brought forth his capacity
in Data collection, Analysis of collected
information, producing them as readable
articles and books.
When he started his writing career
he wrote some essays and books under
the name Nerkuppai Soma. Lakshmanan
Chettiar. In course of time he started
writing under his pen name ‘Somale’ and it
become permanent in the literary world.
Somale worked as the Public Relation
Officer
of
Annamalai
University
Namadhu Chettinad

“I went away
as a merchant.
I returned
as a writer”.

SOMALE
Chidambaram for 3 years from 1955 to
1958.
He served as the Correspondent of
Annamalai Polytechnic in Chettinad from
1956 to 1961.
He served as the member of the senate
of University of Madras from 1955 to
1961.
From 1955 to 1971 he served as the
member of Madurai Kamaraj University
senate.
In spite of all these, Somale was a
freedom loving bird throughout his life.
Nirmala Mohan, who wrote a monograph
for Sahitya Akademi on Somale, mentioned
an interesting incident which happened
when Somale was member of the Senate
of Madurai Kamaraj University.
This University, founded in 1966, even
after many years used the Sanskrit term
“Sarvakala Salai” and the English term
“Registrar” in its Tamil advertisements.
Somale was filled with righteous wrath,
“Can Such thing happen when Dr. The. Po.
Meenakshi Sundaranar, a Tamil professor
and an acclaimed scholar in many languages
is serving as Vice Chancellor?” he planned
an agitation to remedy the situation. The
University administration became aware of
Namadhu Chettinad

Pudhuvayal Chellappan
this development and started using chaste
Tamil equivalents like ‘Palkalaikkazhagam’
and ‘Pathivaalar’. This incident illustrates the
bold attitude of Somale who could speak
out without hesitation and had a fighting
spirit against any evil and his winning ability
in any venture he chose to take up.
-Courtesy ‘Somale’- by Nirmala
Sahitya Akademi Publication
Somale, served as the senior research
fellow of Tamil University as well.
He served as the President of Tamil
Writers Association in 1965.
He was a bibliographer for Sahitya
Akademi and compiled a list of Tamil
Publications.
Somale was the first writer who
authorized a book on Neyveli Lignite
Project.
His first travelogue was ‘America
vaip paar’ (Look, This is America).
Other travelogues ‘Naankanda velinaatu
kaatchikal’ (The seenes I witnessed in
Foreign Countries) Australia vil Oru
Matham (One month in Australia) En
prayana Ninaivukal (Memories of my
travels) followed thereafter.
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Somale was a great expert in writing
interesting travel experiences tastefully
and makes the works as treasure house of
information regarding the countries and
places visited by him.
Dr. M. S. Udhayamurthi mentions that
he became interested in going to America
only after reading the travelognes of Somale
like ‘Americavaippaar’. This is an exalted
example of the effectiveness and utility of
Somale’s books on travels.
Somale who wrote extensively on
foreign countries has written on our beloved
nation. They are ‘Imayam mudhal Kumari
varai’ (From Himalayas to Kanyakumari).
Namadhu Thalainagaram (our Capital City).
He wrote extensive studies on ten districts
of Tamilnadu. These works are useful as
encyclopedia on the respective places.
Somale is an able biographer also. He
wrote the biographies of Panditha mani
Kathiresa Chettiar, a Tamil scholar and O. P.
Ramasamy Reddiar former Chief Minister
of Tamilnadu.
Tamil Idhazhgal (Tamil magazines) is a
very valuable book authored by him with

his rich experience in journalism. University
of Madras published it.
Somale had remarkable expertise in
collecting relavant articles and information
and publishing souvenirs on Temple
Renovation (Kuda neeratt pouring of scared
water on Temple Towers). The editorship of
twelve souvenirs on very important temples
was entrusted him including Rameswaram
and Thiruvannamalai temples. He edited
and published these twelve souvenirs in a
tasteful manner. Moreover he edited and
brought out about ten souvenirs on birth
anniversaries and memorial days. Due to
his achievements in this sphere he is called
Malar mannan [King of Souvenirs].
Tamil University Thanjavur requested
Somale to visit the Tamil people living in large
numbers in the northern regions of India
and examine their lifestyle, social practices,
culture and the relations they maintain with
Tamilnadu and prepare a detailed report.
Somale accepted the request with pleasure
and toured in Maharastra, Madhyapradesh,
Gujarat, Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab,
Chandigarh, and Delhi. He did detailed
research on them and presented a research
report. This report was
later published a book
titled “Vada Maanilongalil
Tamilar” (Tamil in norther
states of India) in 1988.
Somale has indicated
proper approaches to
integrate the Tamils living
in various northern towns,
to provide necessary help
to them in different sphe
In memory of Somale, his son Somasundaram built a library in res and to make them as
Nerkuppai at a cost of Rs.10 Lakhs and handed over it to the Govt.
cultural ambassadors of
He has also installed a bust size statue of Somale at the Library. The 5th
Tamilnadu in northern
Anniversary of the Library was celebrated on 11.2.2016. His Highness
regions.
Judge M.Chokkalingam, Thavathiru Kundrakudi Adigalaar, Somasundaram,
-To be continued
Dr.R.Mohan, Sethuraman Sathappan, Palaniappan, Dr.Nirmala Mohan are
in front of the statue of Somale.
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NICE TO COOK
NICE TO TASTE

BEETROOT HALWA

INGREDIENTS:
Beetroot -1/2 kilogram, Sugar -200 gm,
Milk -200 ml, Ghee -100 gm or 50 gm,
Cardamom powder -1/4 teaspoon, Cashew
nuts -10, Dry grapes -10
METHOD:Scrap and remove the outer skin of
Beetroot and shred into scoop. Pour ghee
in a kadai and fry cashew nuts, dry grapes
in fire and keep it separately.
Add shredded Beet root to the kadai
ghee and roast it well. Add milk and sugar
then. When Beetroot is boiled well and
comes out in scrolls without sticking to
the kadai, add cardamom powder, cashew
nuts and dry grapes, mix well, take out and
serve.

BEETROOT VADAI

INGREDIENTS:
Beetroot -1, Tur dal -1/4 cup, Bengal
gram (channa dal) -1/4 cup, Dry chillies-5,
Anise (sombu) -1 teaspoon, Ginger-1 inch,
Garlic flakes - 4, Onion-1, Salt-as required,
Coriander - little, Oil for frying
METHOD:Scrap the beetroot, shred it. Cut onion,
coriander into small pieces. Soak Tur dal
and Channa dal for one hour. Add chillies,
anise seeds, ginger, garlic and salt and grind
into wet flour (rough level not very nice)
add beetroot, onion, coriander mix and
make small round flat pieces. Fry in oil in
medium fire and serve with rice.
-ANNAM SENTHILKUMAR

Mrs ANNAM SENTHIL KUMAR belongs to Nerkuppai Irani
Temple. She is a graduaate in Mathematics. She is maintaining two websites
on Chettinad Recipes for the last eight years.
She has published recipes in many magazines and participates in TV
programes on tasteful cooking. She conducts cookery classes in Chennai.
She gives importance to millet cooking and trains people in it. She will be
contributing recipes in our magazine continuously.
Her websites Chettinadrecipes.com and annamsrecipes.com. Her facebook
page is facebook.com/annamreceipes.
Contact number 95661 41243
e-mail : annamsenthil@gmail.com
Namadhu Chettinad
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achal told over phone, “My mother
in law’s younger sister is quite often blaming
me and telling things to my mother in law.
On hearing them my mother-in-law quarrels
with my Chettiar (husband). My Chettiar
curses me. How can I tolerate when they tell
lies and wrong things? I told him to send me
in flight and let him take care of our children.
I quarreled with him and told that I would
go back to my own place.”
Nachal did not stop crying. “Don’t cry,
you innocent baby! Wipe your eyes. Your
husband treats you as a queen. Your children
are treated as great pieces of art. He takes
you to different foreign countries in each and
every vacation. He purchases whatever you
like. Nobody can do more than this. For this
problem, why are you quarreling with your
husband? Your mother in laws sister Mechi
is like Chillie Bajji. She is dirty. She will never
utter a truth. She is unable to tolerate your
well being. Leave this away.
Pillaiyar festival is coming. You should
prepare sweet paniyaram. Make savories
also. Just because you are in Dubai, don’t
go to hotels for eating Pizza and Burger for
Pillaiyar festival. If you don’t know how to
make sweets and snacks, ask Annapoorani
Ammamundi, Alami Aythiandi who live
there
“Ask Ayya (grandfather) to talk.
Aachi shouted,
“Hey, granddaughter is speaking”......
“Which granddaughter?”
“Alagi’s daughter Nacha”

10 u March 2016

“Ask her to wait on the line. The news
bulletin is nearing the end. I shall speak
immediately after it is over”.
“Rama is to be crowned. But Ayodhya was
robbed! The story goes like that. Your Ayya’s
story is like that. Put down the phone”.
Sigappi Aachi put down the phone with
displeasure and left.
Rajmohan started his enquiry with
Murugappan.
“Murugappa That ‘Amma’……………
“Not ‘Amma’ sir. It is Aachi. The elder
Aachi of this house.”
“Some words she spoke are not
understood by me”.
“Those are in our special mother tongue
of Chettinad, words of colloquial use, sir”.
“I have English to Tamil dictionary. Where
can I buy a Tamil to Tamil dictionary?” Raj
mohan asked with a wry smile.
“Manorama is not an artiste in your
film. Otherwise she will pronounce all
these words of Aachi and will give you the
meanings. Manorama earned her name as a
great artiste.”
“Manorama came from Pallathur”…
Rajmohan was in agreement with
Murugappan’s views.
“Yes! Yes! She acted first in ‘Maalyitta
Mangai’ film produced by Kannadasan. I
have seen that film.”
Rajmohan who discussed these on
Manorama now raised a few doubts with
Murugappan.
“Aachi called a person as ‘Aatha’. Who is
she?”

Namadhu Chettinad

Karaikudi Narayanan
“We call our mother as ‘Aatha’. The young
girls also will be called with affection as
“Aatha”. ”Aathalai engal Abhiramavalliyai”
is a poetic line in Abhirami Andhadhi, a
collection of 100 verses. Father is called
“Appachi”. Likewise young boys will be called
with affection as Appachi. Grandmother is
called Ayah or Appatha. Grandfather is called
‘Ayya’. Maternal uncle is called Amman.
Uncle’s wife, Aunty is called Ammamundi.
Elder brother’s wife is Annamundi. Younger
brother’s wife is Thambivandi. Women older
than one in the uncle’s house or in laws are

called Aythiandi. Then Appachivandi”.
Murugappan listed all the terms of
relationship of Chettinad Nagarathar.
“I understand a little. What is Appachi
Vandi?”
Appachi’s first wife is called Aatha by
children. If Appachi marries a second wife
after the first wife, she is called Appachi
Vandi, and not Aatha!
“Ok……..That gentleman who is
watching the TV……..Is he the hus band of
Aachi?”
“Yes, He is the husband. His name is
Thannirmalayan Chettiar. Both have reached
the age of 90”.
“Is that so? They don’t look so old. Apart
from them, who are all here?”
“There is a cook, a servant, a driver and a
small girl for errands, all for
Appachi”.
“Why do the two per
sons need four servants for
them?”
“He is a big ‘Marka’ in
this town: there will be a
number of visitors coming
and going in their house.
During vacations, grandsons
and granddaughters will
arrive and there will be a
festival atmosphere in the
home”.
“What is ‘Marka’?”
‘Sir, how many doubts
will you ask? I think I will
lose all my hair in my head
before you complete your
film’.
‘Don’t fly into a rage,
Murugappan. After listening
to your talks my eagerness
and interest in the lifestyle of
Nagarathar is growing day
by day. Tell about ‘Marka’.
“Some are quite wealthy
for many generations.
Their family will be the
reference point for many

Namadhu Chettinad
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who introduce themselves as their cousins.
Such rich heirs are called ‘Marka’. That is
why there are so many servants for them.
But the cooking will be done only by Aachi.
Mixie is there. But Aachi will use ‘Ammi’the flat stone with a round roller stone- for
making dry mix or wet mix. There is an
electric grinder. But Aachi will use only a
stone grinder manually. Washing Machine
is there. But she will wash clothes manually.
She will pound the rice flour for Maavilakku
in the stone grinder –(Kundhani)-. As she
wants direct control on all these, she does
everything herself.
‘But, how is it possible in the age of 90?’
‘They celebrated 80TH anniversary
before 10 years’.
‘What is it?’
‘At the age of 59, parikara santhi ritual
will be done. At 60 years it is ‘Santhi’‘Main Vizha’- Diamond Anniversary. For
that celebration 63 holy pots will be placed
for prayer’ 63 pots?’ Rajmohan asked in
wonder’
Yes, Maha miruthyunjayan, Vishnu,
Markandeya, Agni, Nruthi, Kubera, Surya,
Angaraka, Guru, Sani, Kethu, Mahabali,
Brahma, Rudhra, Indra, Yama, Vayu,
Esana, Chandra, Buthan, Sukra, Ragu,
Aswathama, Vyasa, Hanuman, Kirubachar,
Ayuldevatha, Barani, Rohini, Thiruvathirai
Poosam, Maham, Uthram, Chitra, Visakam,
Kettai, Pooradam, Thiruvonam, Sathayam
Uthrattadhi, Abhijit, Saptharishi, Vibishan,
Parasuram, Aswini, Karthika, Mirugashirsa,
Punar Pusam, Ayilyam, Pooram, Hastham,
Swathi, Anusham, Moolam, Uthradam,
Avittam, Poorattathi, Revathi, Vruksha
devtha,
Varuna,
Durga,
Lakshmi,
Saraswati…………………’ Murugappan
recounted all these in one breath.
‘Oh great! Then? Tell me more,
Murugappan’.
Rajmohan eagerly raised questions.
Murugappan replied.
-The climb continues
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DONATIONS
Senior Citizens Welfare:

Nagarathar Women Medical Consultation
Center, V. Lekshmipuram Pudhukkottai
District is extending medical facilities for
Senior Citizens. ”Namadhu Chettinad”
donated Rs.4000/- towards the expenditure
incurred by them for this Senior Citizens
Welfare activity.

Donations for Renovation of
House of Offering.

The cousins of Arumbakkur sect Mathur
temple, Shanmuganathapuram, Thanicha
vurani (Karaikudi), Devakottai regularly
worship at Adaikathal House of offering,
Shanmuganathapuram.
The
following
benefactors donated Rs. One lakh each.
1.Veera. Azha. Visalakshi, Singapore (Deva
kottai), 2.Aru.Ramanathan Kothamangalam,
3. Chitha.Veerappan, London (Devakottai),
4. Aru. Mu. Aru. Family, Shanmuganathapur
am, 5. Rama. Lekshmanan, (Panju) Karai
kudi, 6. Rama. Chokkalingam, Shanmuga
nanathapuram, 7. L.R.M. Subramaniam, Sha
nmuganathapuram.
The following benefactors donated Rs.
50,000 and more than that amount: 1.Ve. Le.
Suba. Subramanian, Shanmuganathapuram,
2.Tha.Venkatachalam, Abu Dhabi Shanmuga
nathapuram), 3. Ve.Rathakrishnan, America,
(Shanmuganathapuram), 4. Sa. Sathappan,
Shanmuganathapuram, 5. Su. Chithambaram,
London, (Devakottai), 6.Ve.Valliappan, Shan
muganathapuram, 7.Va.Meyyappan, America,
(Shanmuganathapuram), 8. Va. Venkitacha
lam, Singapore, (Shanmuganathapuram),
9.Va.Adaikappan, Singapore, (Shanmuga
nathapuram).
For Nagarathar Community, House of
offering it as important as Sivan Temple.
All the benefactors who donated amounts
deserve our thanks.
-Aravayal R.M. Shanmugam Chettiar
Namadhu Chettinad

Maha
Kumbabhisekam
of Keelakottai
Sri Ramakrishna
Vinayagar
Temple

Keelakottai Sri Ramakrishna Vinayagar
Temple Sivagangai District is a historic
temple with the graceful deity Vinayagar who
blesses devotees with whatever boons they
pray and renders his godly presence to pious
people. By his grace, the Ashta Bandhana
Mahakumbabhisekam
was
conducted
grandly on 06-03-2016 Sunday morning from
9AM to 10 AM. “Iraineedhi Annal” Justice
Dr. Me. Chokkalingam presided over the
function. Large number of eager devotees
thronged in strength to worship.
Holy Eagle Darshan

The Kumbhabisekam arrangements
were done in an excellent manner by
the Thiruppani Committee members
Nachiapuram Thiru. Muthu. Ula. Suba.
Ulakappa Chettiar, Devakottai. Thiru. Ve.
Na. Mu. Rama. Rama. Letchumi narayanan,
Karungulam Thiru. Ana. Vayiravan Chettiar,
Keelakottai Industrialist, Thiru. S. Shanmuga
Sundaram and Thiru. S. Vadivel, President
Keelakottai Panchayat.
Thiru. Muthu. Ula. Suba. Ulakappa
Chettiar and Natarajapuram, Thiru. Chi. Na.
Aru. Se. Nagappa Chettiar donated towards
the Yagasala Kaingaryam.
Chokkanathapuram Dubai Thiru. Chitha.
Vayi. Letchumanan Chettiar donated for
Annadhanam Kaingaryam.
Namadhu Chettinad Patron Thiru.
Rajamani Muthuganesan, High court
Government Lawyer Veera. Shanmuganathan
and Makkal Kavignar Aru. Nagappan actively
participated in the kumbabisekam.
The function was a glorious success
with the hearty co operation of Keelakottai
Nattar, Nagarathar and Gramathar.

On the day of Kumbabhisekam, when

sacred water was poured over Temple Tower
Kalasas, and poojas were performed, three
holy eagles flew in circles surrounding the
tower and devotees witnessed their divine
presence. This incident which occurred with
God’s divine grace exhilarated the devotees
with religious fervor.
Namadhu Chettinad
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The festival of Indra was celebrated

in Poompuhar. Kovalan and Madhavi
bathed in the sea. Madhavi, quite skilful in
singing and instrumental music as well as in
dancing, sang a song in her sonorous voice,
reciting the harp. After the song she gave
the harp to Kovalan. She looked at him
with a hint “I have completed my song. Do
you also want to sing?”
Kovalan took the harp with a look ’I can
recite the harp. I can also sing’. He sang the
“Kanalvari” the songs of the beach front
park. The Chola King, ruler of the Cauvery
river went in conquest northwards beyond
the river Ganga and annexed it under his
rule. Even if he joined with the river Lady
Ganga, O Lady Cauvery you will not be
angry with Chola, But flow along entire

is praised as the noble quality of
chaste woman by Kovalan. With
this hasty misunderstanding she
took back the harp and sung
pathetic songs filled with passion
on love and separation.
Kovalan also jumped into a
wrong conclusion. He thought
that she has some other man
as lover in her mind and so
sings such songs. Both of them
misunderstood plain songs at the
same time. Was this ignorance on
their part? Or the play of fate?
If a competition or argument
arises in between talented people,
the adamant will to defeat the
other person will dominate the

Kingdom and make it fertile. That is the
noble quality of chaste woman”. This is the
meaning of the beach front song sung by
Kovalan.
Through the meaning of the song was
one, Madhavi understood it in some other
way. She figured that Ganga is Madhavi,
Cauvery is Kannagi. Though Kovalan
left Kannagi and aligned with Madhavi,
Kannagi as a chaste woman, like Cauvery
which continues its flow in the Chola’s fertile
Kingdom, has not forgotten Kovalan. She
continues with her husband’s memory. This

minds. They do not like to discuss, clarify or
agree to disagree healthily. Even if they are
husband and wife or very close friends only
the ego to destroy the opponent will rule
the mind. The attitude of give and take will
not enter the minds. The close relationship
will be totally forgotten. Madhavi’s musical
reply to Kovalan’s beach front song was
misunderstood by Kovalan likewise and
in a fit of rage Kovalan went away leaving
Madhavi behind.
Now Madhavi’s mind gloated over the
repartee – the sharp reply given by her
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to silence Kovalan. The angry walkout
was wrongly thought as a prize for her
competitive song.
She could linger only for a few moments
on this physical victory. When she reached
the normal state, she realized that what she
did was a foolish mistake. She became aware
that she should not have sung that song
making Kovalan fly into a rage. Madhavi
could have run in pursuit of Kovalan and
pacified him. She did not do it. Kovalan
could have enquired Madhavi why she sang
in that way. He also did not ask. Fate is
powerful. Fate will rise to the occasion and
force the event was proved here.
Namadhu Chettinad

Madhavi went back to her palace. She
was restless. She did not know what to do.
She felt the isolation and separation badly.
She wanted to remove the anger of
Kovalan. After some idle thought she
decided to send a love letter to him in the
‘thalai’ petal using the bud of ‘sampak’ as
the pen. She penned her love laden feelings
and sent the petal letter through her bosom
friend Vasanthamalai to Kovalan.
Vasanthamalai went to the merchant’s
street and presented the screwpine flower
petal to Kovalan. A letter from a lover will be
read a thousand times by the loving person.
But his love and closeness towards Madhavi
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had changed into anger and agitation and
he was in his boiling point. The fascinating
passionate extreaties looked as pretended
play acting. Neem will be sugarcane for
loving friends sugarcane will become bitter
neem if they turned out as wily betrayers.
That is the nature of the world. How can
Kovalan be an exception to it?
So he cursed and hurled abuses at
Vasanthamalai. She went back to Madhavi
and recounted the happenings. ‘Don’t
worry if he doesn’t come in the morning,
he would come back in the evening. If
not the next day or the day after he would
come’. She consoled her heart and waited
with hope.
Kovalan who poured out all his anger in
so many words to Vasanthamalai, somehow
became alright and decided to go back to
his own house.
When he pondered over returning to his
own house, one, Devanthi, went to meet
Kannaki and told nice words to console
Kannaki who is sulking over her separation
with her dear husband.
Who is Devanthi?
Devanthi is the wife of Pasanda Sathan
who helped Malathi.
Who is Malathi?
Malathi is a Brahmin girl. She was known
to Kannaki. One day she was feeding milk
to the baby of her husband’s another wife.
The baby got hiccups and died. Malathi
was frightened. If the husband and wife
come and ask for their child, what to do?
They would not belive that the baby died
of hiccups. They will blame and accuse
her that she wantonly killed that baby. She
cried and shouted in agony and went to the
Karpagam Temple, white elephant temple,
Baladeva’s temple, Sun Temple. Sun, which
removes the darkness by bright light,
guardian deity of the brightday, Muruga
temple where the Lord holds a spear,
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Vajrayudha Temple, Ayyanar Temple, Jain
Temple, Moon Temple and all the temples
in the city praying the gods to safeguard her
from allegations of murder.
Crying and praying nonstop she lied in
front of Pasanda Sathan Temple. At that
time the Idakini ghost appeared in the
form of a beautiful maiden and told her,
“Oh innocent girl! You have not done any
sinful thing. But no god will show his grace
for the people who have not done noble
deeds in the earlier births. So don’t cry
unnecessarily, give the body of the child”.
It snatched the body and put into the
stomach and disappeared in the darkness
of Chakravala kottam. Then Malathi cried
rolling in the ground on the loss of child’s
body also. Then the god Pasanda Sathan
told, “Oh mother, don’t cry with pain. Look
there……..your child is lying there………”
Then he himself became a baby and lied at
a tree in the park where koels build their
nests and live. When she got the baby
Malathi took it, hugged it with immense joy
and handed over the baby to its mother.
Pasanda Sathan who came as a baby
grew up as an adult and his parents married
him to Devanthi. When the parents expired,
Devanthi was leading a happy married life
with Pasanda Sathan. One day he called
his wife near and recounted the facts of
his birth and disappeared saying “You can
come to my temple”.
Devanthi who became a hapless
individual, alone and sorrowful, thought,
“I shall get back the separated husband
again. I shall bathe in the sacred tanks and
rivers for that boon”. And she remembered
Kannaki, who is also a pious woman living
separated from her husband, she went to
the house of Kannaki to meet her.
She met Kannaki, and showered paddy
and small flowers on Kannaki and blessed
‘Oh pious lady! You will get back your
separated husband.’ But Kannaki losing all
Namadhu Chettinad

her hope told, “I don’t think so. Because I
had a dream to the contrary”. She described
the dream.
“My husband and I went to live in a big
city. There some people put a serious blame
on me like the sting of a scorpion. They told
about a harm done to my husband. I went
to the ruler of the kingdom and demanded
justice. As the king failed in justice the city
was destroyed. Thereafter I went to heaven
along with my husband. If you know this
dream, you will also laugh”.
Devanthi listened to the talk of Kannaki
and told. “Oh dear lady! You were not hated
and given up by your husband. Even then
you have to live alone only because of the
evil done in earlier births. You had failed
to observe a religious ritual to be observed
for the well being of your husband in your
previous birth. You have to cleanse this
sin. For that you have to take holy bathe
in Soma Gundam and Surya Gundam, two
ponds for Sun and Moon near the month
of the river cauvery where it meets the sea.
Then you should pray the god Manmatha,
Cupid, in the temple near the pond. If
women pray Manmatha there, they will live
unified with their husbands not only in the
present birth but also in the next birth also.
So let us go and take sacred bathe there and
pray Manmatha” told Devanthi.
On hearing this Kannaki told, “Oh!
Lady! Doing that ritual is not suitable to my
dignity. It is not agreeable. My husband is
my god. When it is the position, I do not
Namadhu Chettinad

like to pray Manmatha!” When Kannaki
was telling this to Devanthi, Kovalan
approached the gateway of the house. He
went straight into the house and sat there.
Kannaki followed him and seeing the
worry in her face, he lamented his mistake
- the wrong – he commited to her. Kovalan
told, “My dear Kannaki! I was in relationship
with a girl full of lies and villainy. Because
of it I lost the fame of my clan and the
wealth accumulated as a high hill by my
ancestors. Losing it I came to you as a poor
one in front of you” and shed tears.
Kannaki thought that he is worried only
because of losing the wealth in his hands.
He may be anxious that he had no riches to
give to Madhavi. So Kannaki boked at his
face with affection and told, “Lord! I have
my anklet! Take it with you!” Hearing this
reply Kovalan, lost his stature and felt small
and insignificant.
He thought, “Kannaki is the rightfully
married wife! So she doesn’t want her
husband to be sad about anything! So she,
out of motherly affection, is ready to give
away her anklet”. He lost him in emotions.
He looked at the face of his loving wife
Kannaki and said, “Darling! Listen to me!
I shall take your anklet as the capital for
my new business and will win back all the
wealth lost by me and my fame. I dare to
do so”.
“This is a town where I lived in wealth
and fell into poverty. Living here will not be
suitable to us. Madurai is the Kingdom of
Pandya Kings. That city will be a suitable
place to start a new life and start a new
business enterprise. Before the night turns
into daybreak, let us commence our journey
to a new dawn in a new place.
Fate opened its doors wide and waited
with expectations for their departure and
the journey.
-The anklet will continue the sound.
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(Cont’d from last week)
What are the causes of Cancer?

B

reast cancer may be caused
due to hereditary reasons in about
10%. Before fifty years, healthy
mothers gave birth to six to seven
children ordinarily. They were
breastfeeding their child up to one
and a half to two years of age. For
them the danger of breast cancer
was not there. As we have to follow
family planning now compulsorily,
begetting more children is not
practicable.
One or two children born to
a mother should be given breast
milk at least up to 11/2 years to 2

years. Breast feeding should not
be avoided citing the reasons of
workload, lack of time, to maintain
the beauty of body etc. Breast
feeding is a fundamental need.
Eating more animal fat and
obesity may also cause cancer.
Married women should take
the PAP Smear test once in a year
to detect cancer in the breast in its
early stage and it can be cured by
treatment easily. Simple surgery
will be sufficient. If the disease
becomes malignant, breasts have
to be removed by surgery,
this can be avoided.
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Interview by
S.RAJATH

The first comprehensive
cancer centre privately
established by an
oncologist in the entire
India is V. S. Hospital
and the honor goes to
Dr. S. Subramanian.
It is better if people over forty undergo
the test for cancer. Waiting for the cancer
symptoms to manifest first is dangerous.
For example the symptoms for ulcer in
stomach and cancer in stomach are same
only! Likewise the symptoms for TB and
Lung cancer are the same.
It is necessary to approach a doctor

Dr. S. Subramanian started
a special ward for cancer
treatment named as Medical
Oncology in a teaching
Medical College before 45
years as the first venture.
It was started in Madras
Medical College.
and undergo tests, if symptoms like lump
in breast, unhealed ulcer in stomach,
continuous cough or diarrhea continues for
more than two weeks. Women in the twenty
plus age should press and feel their breasts
and examine whether a lump or hard part
is present.
Whatever is the type of the disease,
detection at the very early stage is
Namadhu Chettinad

absolutely necessary. Without losing that
body part, treatment can be given and cure
is possible.
The features you feel proud of the
lifestyle of Nagarathars?
A very disciplined well-knit community
Tamil and Saivam are fostered by them
as their two eyes. Mahaperiyavarkal,
peedathipathi of Kanchi Sankara Mutt
praised that there would not be so many
great temples in Tamilnadu without this
community. The Nagarathar have built
many big temples which are popular
including Arunachaleswara Temple in
Thiruvannamalai, Siva Temple in Kalahasti
and Muruga Temple in Thiruchendur.
Senthamizh College was established in
Melaichivapuri near Valayapatti for the
development of Tamil. Many charitable

choultries were established and still
maintained by them in various places
including Kasi.
The focus of Nagarathar’s efforts
converged on education and medicine for
many years.
The universities, Annamalai and
Alagappa, Thiagarajar College in Madurai
and many colleges and schools have
been established in various towns. The
Chettinad Health City is internationally
famous and it is established and run by
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Cancer Treatment Specialist
Dr. S. Subramanian
As the Professor and Head
of Medical Oenology
Dr. S. Subramanian has
the unique distinction of
developing more than forty
oncologists who extend
specialists treatment
in cancer.
Chettinad Group in Kelampakkam near
Chennai. Mention will be made of this and
the Ivan Stetford Hospital in Ambattur
mainted by Murugappa Group. Chettinad
cuisine is liked by many and has many fans.
Nagarathars Community people are always
law abiding citizens. They will never indulge
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in unlawful activities.
Chettinad Architecture is also famous.
India and Tamilnadu admire in wonder
the palatial houses of Nagarathar, fort like
master pieces. Films and TV popularize the
Chettinad architecture well. Another proud
aspect is Nagarathar Community lives in
harmony mingling with other communities
well.
You have reached the topmost level
in cancer treatment. What are your
hobbies?
Apart from the strenuous medical work
in hospital, my only hobby is reading. I
like Tamil literature and English literature
very much. Kamba Ramayanam, Barathi’s
poetry, Kamalambal charitram novel by
Vedhanayagampillai, Thirukkural, novels
by Kalki, Sujatha, Jeyakanthan, and Thi.
Janakiraman, En Charithram autobiography
by U. Ve. Sa. are liked by me very much.
Somerset Manghm, Charles Dickens, and
Shakespear’s works are read by me with
pleasure in their original and not abridged

Mammogram test is done
to find out whether women
are affected by breast
cancer. Dr. S. Subramanian,
who is very much
interested in the welfare
and health of women,
conducts, Mammogram
test freely without any fees.
Even now women
can get this test free.
Other private hospitals
charge at least
Rupees two thousands
for this test.
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The famous Hollywood actress

Angelina Jolie is an important
reason for creating awareness of
breast cancer in the recent few
years in the whole world. When
versions. I somehow find time during
journeys by flight or train and when going
on vacations.
We all like to give glad news only.
How will you communicate the difficult
news that cancer has affected the
patient?
I do not lie to my patients. I shall softly
tell, “People with same type of disease
have been cured already by us” and convey
it positively. Till twenty years, effective
medicines to cure cancer were not available.
After becoming aware of cancer in them,
they could live only for 3 years. Now many
patients live even ten years. I have a class
mate who studied with me. He is also an
Oncologist. He will say bluntly in the face
of the patient that he could live for only
a few months more. I do not agree with
that method. We, Indians, believe in the
fundamental preaching of Bhagwad Gita,
‘Do your Duty’; Don’t expect the reward’.
Whatever we can do to cure a patient and
whatever can be done to relieve his pain,
Namadhu Chettinad

she had tests for cancer, it was found
that due to hereditary reasons she
might be affected by breast cancer.
She decided that she should not get
breast cancer and removed her both
breasts by surgery. Then she did
plastic surgery to maintain beautiful
appearance.
Angelina Jolie, front-ranking actress
of Hollywood with popularity and fame
all over the world did not stop with
that. She openly and boldly informed
the world press that she removed her
breast to avoid breast cancer. We
should praise and congratulate her

VS Hospital
Contact Person :
Mr. Muthu Subramanian
Address : 13, East Spurtank Road,
Chetpet, Chennai - 600 031 (India)
Phone : +(91)-(44)- 42001000,
28191020
Call us : 09953357129
Mobile : +(91)- 984153891
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brave mind.
Nobody can refuse that Angelina
Jolie created wide awareness
regarding breast cancer in many
countries in the world. After her
announcement, lot of women
became aware of breast cancer and
medically examined them.
The test for finding out gene
changes causing breast cancer will
cost one thousand dollars (Rupees
sixty eight thousand). The test is
done in India for Rupees Twentyfive thousand.
that must be whole heartedly
done by us. God alone will
cure. God only can cure the
disease.
How many Indians are
affected by cancer?
Every year 8 lakhs
persons in India become
new cancer patients. In total
there are about 25 lakhs
persons who are affected by
cancer and continue to live
by treatment.
In Tamilnadu every year
cancer is detected in about
55000 persons.
There is a happy fact, a consoling thing
– I have known personally many persons
who conquered cancer that affected them
and lived beyond 80 years of age with good
health. Detection in the early stage and
taking proper treatment make this magic.
-To be continued
in the next issue
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We have seen the features of Mutual
Funds, Tax Savings, Documentation for
Mutual Funds and Asset Allocation. They
would have been easy to understand and
useful.
For the new readers, Asset Allocation is
given briefly.
All the investments we make may be
classified into four categories.
1. Investments on shares and share
based funds-Directly investing in shares
and investing in Mutual Funds on shares.
2. Debt type investments.
-Bank Deposit, Small Savings
-Mutual Fund Debt type.
3. Commodity Investments - Gold,
Silver, Raw oil etc.
4. Immoveable Properties – Land and
Building.
Let us examine the investments on
shares and in equity in this issue. Debts
and Hybrid funds will be dealt with in the
forthcoming issues.
In the current year, (2016) when the
share market is on a downtrend, an essay
on shares may not be right, many may
think. That is wrong. That is why the essay
is written in the current year when share
market has gone down around 10%. Even
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Equity
then, the primary lesson is, investment in
equity should be done when downtrend is
witnessed also.
How the investments in shares do start
in individual savings? This is how it goes.
A neighbour or office colleague, an ‘XYZ’
would have purchased shares at Rs.50 each
and earned some profit by selling them at
the price of Rs. 80. Our greed to become
a sudden rich man jumps to the tips given
by him. With some jealousy to reap more
benefits for us than him, the same shares
will be bought at Rs 85 each and after
sometime losing patience, they will be sold
out at loss for Rs.60 each. Because of such
experiences when we hear about share
trading we don’t have the positive mind set
to earn profit, but the negative mind set to
run away dominates for many of us. The
reason is ………….Some didn’t get profit
but ended up with loss. If we find and
understand why they incurred loss, we can
avoid that problematic way and with some
care, travel in some other route and reach
Namadhu Chettinad

our target and profit and there are chances
for that.
Among the above four types of
investments, more profit is possible through
equity and equity related investments. That
will yield more possibilities for growing
than the immoveable properties which are
not easy. Careful attention is needed. The
path has to be taken very safely.
Equity and equity related investment
is more risky. There is no difference of
opinion. We often use a maxim in share
trading. “Risk is more……Return is more”.
How do we handle risk is the path we make

How many days or how many years
constitute long term? Here the outlooks
differ. The researches point out that loss
may result in the end of one year. If it is
3 or 5 years the loss comes down and sure
profit is available in 15 years. This may be
seen in picture A.
So Time in the Market is important than
Timing the Market.
So we should not wait long expecting
the last leg of the downward trend. Instead,
without losing good opportunities shares
must be bought and kept for long and
profit must be obtained.

Investing
for reaching the target of our success that
is profit.
The upward and downward trends in
share market are like lovers quarrels and
their compromises with pleasure. We cannot
determine correctly when they will come or
go. The Table I may give us the idea.
Sensex is the index of Bombay Stock
Exchange. If this rises Bombay share
Table-1

Market is growing up. If it falls the market
is on downward trend. Many researches
on reducing risk in shares indicate that
possibilities for profit are prevalent in long
term investments in shares.
Namadhu Chettinad

KANNAN
GROWTH INVESTING
Selecting the proper shares and
purchasing them is an art. There are
two kinds in it. The first is “Growth
Investing”.
Investing in the shares with growing
trends in short term in the companys
growing in a fast pace is called
‘growth investing’.
As we have seen earlier,
remember that short term
means more risk.
VALUE INVESTING
The other pattern is “Value
Investing”. Value Investing
means a good bargain for
your portfolio group of shares. “Patient
people will inherit the Earth” as the saying
goes. The financial status of a company
should be analyzed well and when the
shares are a bit below the real value of the
March 2016 u
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Picture A

company’s worth those shares
may be bought and wait till the
shares reach their real worth
and getting profit through it.
Purchasing the shares of strong
concerns at a discounted price
also comes under this category.
The risk in this is less and we
should wait for getting gains.
The successful share traders
who reached the top level in the
world share marketing selected
the path of value investing
mostly.
1. Care should be taken
when purchasing the low
priced shares. All low priced shares may
not be of good companies. The shares of
financially sound companies only should be
purchased at a discounted price.
2. The current price of the share and
the present status of the company need not
be seen as the proper indicators. We should
estimate the future value of the company
and if it is positive such shares should be
bought.
3. Generally we never take into account the
capacity of the promoters or management.
It is very important. The capacity of the
Board of Management may be known from
the Financial Reports. Next indicator is the
way they treat the share holders. Purchase
only the shares of companies managed by
capable management.
4. When the index of the stock exchange
goes down, don’t worry. That is the correct
period to purchase shares.
5. As already seen, purchasing shares
on long term basis does not mean that
forgetting the shares after keeping them
in demit account. The status of the shares
should be examined often and if the
management of the company is capable,
don’t sell the shares in the downtrend.
Keep them for long and obtain hefty profits
later.
6. On the long term basis, shares of
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first class companies yield more profit than
gold.
7. The Commodity Trade fluctuates and
goes up for a few years and then lowers for
a few years. Presently gold and raw oil are
in the downward trend.
8. Finally, we don’t purchase just shares.
We become investing partners in the trade
of the company. Many don’t understand
this philosophy. We take purchase and sale
of shares as a gambling. This is not good.
This will not be fruitful. It is important to
note in which industry or trade we become
an investor.
The Value Investing and Growth
Investing is one type of classification.
Another type is “Market Capitalization”.
The methods are Large cap, Mid cab and
Small cap. To understand this we must be
aware of Market Capitalization. Market
Capitalization is the product obtained
by multiplying the total number of the
company’s shares with the Market price of
its share.
Market capitalization = Number of
equity shares X Market price of the share.
If the shares of a company are more
and the market price of its level is high
the market capitalization will be large. The
company will be an important one. This is
called large cap. (Reliance Industries, Tata
Namadhu Chettinad

Steel, ONGC).
If the numbers of shares of a company
are small the Market Capitalization will be
less. This company will be a small concern.
(INOX) This is called small cap. The
companies and shares in between the two
levels are called Mid Cap. (BEML)
New entrants to the share market may
purchase Large cap shares. People who
prefer to take more risk and try for more
gain may purchase Small cap and Mid cap
at the correct point of time.

backing of research teams will select the
correct shares for investment.
2. With long term outlook, Blue Chip
Funds invest in companies with potential
of long term growth.
3. Instead of focusing on individual
company shares, they invest in diversified
equity portfolio.
The Table 2 indicates the profits yielded
by equity related Mutual Funds after ten
years. Many surveys indicate that most
individual share traders enter the share

Diversified equity fund returns as on 16 th feb 2016
Table-2
Fund
Launch - Date Returns in % -Since Launch
UTI Mastershare Fund
			
Franklin India Bluechip Fund | Invest Online Now
HDFC Top 200 Fund			
Tata Pure Equity Fund - Regular Plan		
Kotak 50 Regular Plan				
Sundaram Select Focus Fund - Regular Plan		
Birla Sun Life Frontline Equity Fund		
HSBC Equity Fund				
DWS Alpha Equity Fund			
DSP BlackRock Top 100 Equity Fund - Regular Plan

BLUE CHIPS
The shares of companies with strong
financial base, widely recognized by many
and large level companies are called Blue
Chips. The special features of them are
1. Better Management.
2. Research oriented Business Practices.
3. Good Background.
Equity related investments in
MUTUAL FUNDS
Many times it has been emphasized that
investing in share related Mutual Funds
is more beneficial than purchasing shares
directly. Once again I repeat that investment
in Mutual Funds is better than purchasing
shares directly.
The reasons are:1. Expert managers of shares, with the
Namadhu Chettinad

Oct-86
		
Dec-93		

18.01
21.48

Sep-96			

19.95

May-98			
Dec-98			
Jul-02			
Aug-02			

21.48
19.34
19.35
21.93

Dec-02			

21.45

Jan-03			
Mar-03

20.31
22.26

market when it is in Bull Trend – Upward
moving-and become afraid when share
market faces Bear trend – Lower movement
and come out in fear with loss. Instead of
that method, purchasing shares individually
may be avoided and investment in Mutual
Funds may be followed to reap the goings
of share market.
If a person has invested Rs 1,00,000/on 1.1.1990 after 15 years it will be Rs
5,40,000 on 31.12.2015.
We have understood some of the
successful techniques of share trade. Apart
from understanding these features we
can invest in equity related Mutual Funds.
People interested to know more on this
subject may contact me over cell 97896
92495.
-meenakshisundaram.kannan@yahoo.in
(-to be continued)
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I.P.C and
the Sweet
Thirukkural

The fertile land of Chola? - The rice
fields look like a green silk cloth spread out
in expanse! Mother cauvery is gushing with
ever flowing water! The human resources
are full of honest minded thoughts! The
Tamil Kingdom has been rendered rich
with all these resources.
Those days were the days of the reign
of Karaikal Chola! All people aligned with
ethical precepts with the faith ‘Aram – The
piety is the basis of family life’.
Karikal Chola ruled without straying

– of tender age – a tender shoot of a soft
plant – can he render justice to us?
They came to the “Aram Koorum
Avayam”. The hall where virtuous conduct
is defined and pronounced with a question
in their minds. “To whom does the treasure
belong? They looked at one another face
with raised glances. One of them whispered
to the other in a soft tone.
Can this boy pronounce the just
conclusion to the case brought here by us?
He looks very very young. He doesn’t seem
to have the analytical mind that can dug up
the real truth. The young boy of tender
years cannot render the proper judgment
to our case.
The King looked at the whispering
exchange of them. He asked, “Dear elders

Principles to be
followed by the
whole world

away from the proper path of, justice in
a virtuous way, but he was of tender age
then.
The handsome young man was seated
with elegance on the throne in the court
where the ethical guidance was pronounced
as his judgments.
On both the sides of the hall of virtue
are seated ministers with keen intellect!
Noble men with rich education and worldly
wise elders were seated in the glorious court
of ethics.
The white royal umbrella was atop the
throne! The King of Kings – crowned
emperor of justice – handsome hero – the
tender young bright boy in regal grandeur
is sitting pretty. Enjoying this feast for eyes
two gentlemen entered the court hall.
They approached the King. On seeing
him they were wonder struck. Suddenly a
doubt crossed their minds. This young boy
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of lovely hearts! You both have come for
resolving a dispute among you. But instead
of presenting your case to me you are
exchanging secret messages between you.
May I know what is the matter? The ruler
of the land asked with remarkable humility
or his part.
One of the two visitors told, “Oh! King!
I am hesitant to tell what we think. Don’t
fly into a rage please!
“Don’t bother! Tell me your views. I
shall not utter even a harsh word to you”.
In spite of this, one of them with much
humility and fear told “King! Our case is
quite strong! We both live with cardinal
faith on the path of honesty. A problem
arose between us and we came here. A
doubt crosses our minds whether your
age is sufficient to analyze our dispute and
resolve it with good judgment.
The other litigant followed, “Yes, your
majesty! Your tender age aroused a doubt
in our minds about your capacity to render
Namadhu Chettinad

justice in a difficult case and we discussed
our doubts.
The young man in the throne laughed
aloud, “Is it so? You appear to have
reached a decision that I could not solve
your dispute! You both agree that I am
too young and inexperienced. It is alright!
Please come back tomorrow to this court.
An aged experienced judge will preside
over this place where justice is declared. He
will excel in hearing your case and render
a good judgment to you”. The King gave
this direction and the farmers left the court
bowing to the King!
Next day………………..
Both peasants came to the court. The
gentleman chairing the court is a good old
gentleman! His appearance exhibited his
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Advocate N. S. Rajan
long experience. His flowing white beard
shining as silver indicated his rich wisdom
more than his scores of years of age.
Both of them bowed to the judge.
‘What is your case? Please explain in
detail.’
Both of them presented their sides of
arguments.
‘I don’t want the treasure, my lord, I
bought only the land. The things beneath
the land do not belong to me as a matter
of right! But this seller refused to receive
the treasure’.
The other gentleman steadfastly
defended his refusal.
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‘Oh King of Justice! You may consider
and tell me! I don’t want that treasure. Once
the land was sold out, from that date of
sale; the land and anything related to it does
not belong to me. Then how can I accept
the treasure taken from it?
The Justice smiled beautifully. ‘This is
a wonderful case! Both of you refuse to
take the treasure. Then, to whom does it
belong? Anyway, please give the details of
your family position!
The family positions mean what? Both
raised their voices in wonder.
“Please tell about you, your family,
comforts, how many children etc.”
‘Without discussing things related to the
treasure, why the judge does is insistent on
family members and our wealth etc?’
‘Sir, there are 5 members in my family
including me. Me, my wife, my son, aged
father and mother’.
The judge asked the other person.
‘What about your family members?
‘My family consists of me, my wife and
only daughter.
‘Very good. How old is your daughter?
‘My daughter is 16 years old in this
month of Chithirai. She has reached the
age of marriage now………’
The judge turned to the other person.
“Sir, you have one son. How old is he?”
“Sir, I am discussing his marriage with
our folks now. He has reached 20 years of
age………..”
The justice looked at them with finality.
“You both have marriageable son and
daughter. So there is no problem. You may
marry your son to the daughter of the other.
The treasure may be given as marriage gift
to the newly married couple. This is the
decision, proper and correct”.
The judgment was heard by both
of them with wonder and appreciation.
Not only had the two litigants, the whole
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court hailed the judgment happily. Many
applauded with clapping of their hands.
For a few minutes both petitioners were
wonder struck in and then one of them
told,
“Your honor! This is a very suitable and
correct judgment! I bow to you and accept
with all humility.
He turned to the fellow litigant, ‘What is
your decision?’
‘I also bow to the judge and welcome the
judgment with appreciation. This justice is
in unison with my heart’s feelings.
The justice, rubbed his flowing white
beard and declared, “Then, both of you
agree to the judgment. You may make the
arrangements for the marriage quickly and
present to the young ones, this treasure as
marriage gift”.
Both of them folded their hands and
bowed in respect.
Thank you very much, your honour!
Your judgment is admirable! We both
welcome and accept it wholeheartedly!
‘Our problem has been over now. Your
old age and long experience has solved
our dispute and rendered this valuable
judgment. That is why we told our doubts
regarding the in experience and tender age
of the young man who chaired the hearing
yesterday. He could not have resolved this
case so beautifully. Today we got the right
and proper decision. Thank you very much.
We take our farewell’
When they bowed heads and then
looked up many in the court were laughing
about. They wondered why.
The minister stood up and explained,
“Dear citizens! Do you know who is
sitting in the seat of justice? The very same
young man who was there yesterday. Our
emperor Karaikal Chola the great! You
doubted whether rich wisdom and careful
judgment might be given by the youngster!
Just to relegate your doubt and render
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justice likeable and appreciable by you, our
King came here in aged appearance with a
flowing beard!”
On hearing this the whole court
wondered in awe! All stood up and hailed
the King with full throated slogans. Then
the King removed his white headgear and
the white beard and received applause with
simplicity.
The King was shining with youthful
glamour as well as wisdom filled eyes and
the two citizens forgot everything for a
moment without a word to talk.
Then both of them fell at the feet of the
glorious King.
“Forgive us, on Lord! Our dear King!
Your just rule is praised by the whole
world. You are the heir to the royal line of
great Cholas! The country prospers with
your wisdom and justice! What else can
they say?
“The two aged litigants
Doubted the wisdom of the young

judge!
The king donned white hair and white
beard
Rendered a just proper and happy
judgment
His true lineage of Chola dynasty
Made him a just ruler!
Hereditary trait excels even without
learning it!
-Pazhamozhi Naanooru Verse 6
(400 proverbs in verse)
This incident proves that justice
was rendered in ancient Tamilnadu
with knowledge, humanitarian outlook,
acceptable to both sides. The judgments
were dignified, powerful and tempered with
love and mercy.
-The analysis will be continued
[N. Q. White wings/ headgears resembling
gray locks of hair were worn by judges of
the Higher courts till recently in the British
administered legal system, even in India]

Arulmigu Aarupadai Murugan Temples
Parivara Moorthangal, Punaruththarana
Ashtabandhana Mahakumbabhisekam

The six sacred Aarupadai Veedugal are situated in one integrated place
in Chennai Besant Nagar. A new Rajagopura – Temple Tower was built with
granite stones. The Ashtabandhana Mahakumbabisekam for the Rajagopura
and all the deities will be conducted on 18.03.2016 Friday morning 9
Am to 10.30 Am when dasami, punarvasu star, siddha yoga and rishaba
lagna converge, with the divine grace of Lord Muruga Peruman. Spiritual
enthusiasts, devotees and all are requested to have darshan and obtain the
grace of God and Religious savants.
-Siva
Namadhu Chettinad
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Parasuraman

W

hen a person occupies a responsible
position he gets recognition and respect.
Otherwise nobody will pay attention to
them. Even insults may be hurled.
“When the God comes in chariot
In procession
Crowds go there in strength to worship.
But the same God when he
Comes to the street ordinarily
His Name and glamour
Disappear without trace”
Kannadasan describes the downfall of a
God in his song as above! This is true!
When the car procession festival comes,
there are numerous scenes of fun and
frolic! A lot of things like balloons are
displayed for sale. Eatables and chocolates
are exhibited for sale. When the same God
is carried in a palanquin carried by few
people we never look at the God.
This is the condition of God, what is
our level?
When a person loses his job of collecting
toll, even white lime paste for betel nuts will
not be given.
Paduvar Muthappar writes a beautiful
poem on this.
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“When the goddess of Knowledge
aligned with Kambar, he moved in
palanquim with dignity.
When she gave up the poet Kambar
became a manual labourer for wages!
On! Lord Siva, you took away one head
of Brahma with your nail when be became
arrogant with a lie!
If the toll collector loses his job even
white lime paste for betel nut will not be
given to him free!”
Paduvar Muthappar gives many incidents
regarding Kambar’s life as a wage earner!
He links the information with the myth
of Siva’s act of beheading Brahma. There
must be some connection with these two
events! Let us see!
Kambar’s happy life with Goddess
Saraswathi’s Grace
Kambar, the great poet, received the
divine grace of the Goddess of knowledge
in abundance.
The mother goddess gave her anklet
for Kambar. She held the torch so that
Kamban could write his delicious poetry.
She did many miracles for the welfare of
Kamban, the remarkable poet.
Even great kings had much reverence
and affection for Kamban, the great poet.
That is why there was a legend, “Account
of Kamban’s Travel!” When Kamban goes
in ivory palanquin many others will follow
route. Along the travel route, many will
arrange drinks, feasts and other hospitality
to the team.
When the entourage, tours along
orchards and cornfields the retinue will
Namadhu Chettinad

pluck fruits and maize stalks and eat them.
But the farmers will not resist. Whatever
the retinue of Kambar takes away will be
accounted as Kambar Tour Route Account
and the money will be given by the
government as compensation. Such dignity
and respect were commanded by Kambar.
Such great personality Kambar came
down to the level of daily wages worker.
Why? Kambar was the royal court poet –
poet laureate of the Chola King. The poet
and the king will converse a lot heartily. The
King will say something and the poet will
explain a related one with interest. There
was no difference among them.
One day when they were enjoying the
conversations the King told “The whole
world is a slave to me” Kamban responded
“The world is your slave.
But you are our slave”.
The king was struck with anger. He
banished the poet from his Kingdom.
Kambar was shocked for a moment.
He sang a verse…………
“Are you the only King in the world?
Is your Kingdom is the only good land
in this world?
Namadhu Chettinad

Is there a King who refuses to welcome
me?
Can a tree branch refuse a monkey
jumping upon it?”
He went away from Chola Kingdom and
travelled long and alone. At certain places
he earned money as a poet singing verses in
the places of wise men. In other places he
worked as a manual laborer. He earned his
food in such troublesome ways.
On the way there was a house in which
a lady called Veli lived. She was building
a wall in the house which collapsed quite
often and many thought that this was the
work of a ghost there. She was worried
about this and trying to find a solution to
this problem. During that time Kambar
landed at that village on his journey and
sought work for wages. He came from
some other place and so Veli told, “If you
can build the wall of my house, I shall give
you paddy as wages”.
Kambar agreed and built the wall. He
went to ask for wages. Suddenly, but as
expected, the wall was about to collapse.
How will Veli give the wages? Kambar
immediately sang a verse,
“Oh! The Long and Sturdy Wall!
I came from the city ruled by
Chola King, the warrior with strong
shoulders!
There is no body to taste the
Sweetness of my poems here!
Till Veli, with a bow like forehead,
Gives me wages and I leave away
Oh wall! You should stand erect strong
and sturdy!”
The wall stood strong. Kambar got his
wages of paddy.
Even without any special effort, poet
Kannadasan comes to our mind and stands
strong. He sings
“When you are in a high position
The world will salute you!
When you fall even a little from your
level
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Even your shadow will kick you”
He warns us regarding the praise and
insults one may face when he was at the top
and when his fall begins.
Dear young man! This is the way of the
world! When you occupy a high ranking
position all will respect you. If you fall
slightly to a lower level, even your shadow
will not care for you!
Here shadow means the close friends
and relatives. The Kith and Kin may not
be with you when you are in thick and
thin! After Kambar left the patronage of
the King, he did not get the respect and
appreciation from others.
Kambar who got equal respect and
greetings with the King, came down to the
level of manual worker for wages.
If our riches disappear, nobody will
come forward to help. How can we avoid
this pit fall and maintain our high level?
This song mentions the incident in

which one of the heads of Lord Brahma
was pinched away by Lord Siva.
In the beginning Lord Brahma had
five heads. Lord Siva also had five heads
– Esanam, Thathpurushom, Ahoram
Vamadevam, and Sathyujatham – We know
well.
When Brahma thought along the
number of faces, he became arrogant and
felt, “Hi! Siva has five faces. Me to. So we
are equals!”
Siva came across this arrogant attitude.
He pinched away the fifth head of Brahma,
because of Brahma’s arrogance.
When relating the story of Kambar,
Paduvar mentions the story of Brahma
also. The reason is …….
It is difficult to reach a high level. After
reaching the heights, if we feel arrogant,
we will fall down from our pedestal. People
who are kind to us may leave us apart. The
warning included in this verse is the same.

Chettinad Post

Come along! Let us make our community proud!
Let us achieve more and more!

I am happy to receive the February issue of Namadhu Chettinad sent by
you. The front wrapper featured the Tuesday Pongal Festival of our town
quite beautifully. Our community people of Nattarasankottai felt elated
over it.
The reformist activities, religious services and Tamil development
activities of great reformer Thiru. Cho. Murugappa were beautifully
collected and presented. Dr. S. Subramaniam of A. Thekkur, the unequalled
achiever and oncologist, excelled in his sphere made great achievements.
Our Nagarathar youngsters who read about both of them will get the
inspiration to perform countless achievements to make our community
proud
-Rama. Jegannathan President, Nagarathar of Nattarasankottai
Ramkumar Ramanathan’s achievements in Tennis overwhelm us. Our
best wishes to him to obtain more successes and make his dream come
true.
-Kandramanikkam Meyyappa Sethu
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Chettinad
Post
We should appreciate the Namadhu
Chettinad magazine which propels useful news
and leads to a sea of pleasure to the 40,000
families. Moreover it is extending assistance
to a number of people. May your good work
continue for the good of the community!
-Rama. Vayi. Ramasamy,Kottaiyur
We received the January issue of Namadhu
Chettinad. Our relatives and friends read the
magazine and expressed happiness over it. In his
homage to our great Aiyah Thiru. M. A. M. R,
our justice Thiru. M. Chokkalingam mentioned
that, “In the worldly life, Knowledge, Wisdom,
Devotion and Spiritual Attainment will come,
but will not go away. If Life and Honor go
away, they will not come back”. This has to be
cherished in memory by all of us.
-S. Annamalai, Chennai
Namadhu Chettinad Magazine is quite
distinct from other community magazines. It
contains good and valuable ideas and useful
news as well. Other journals serve as the
marriage albums of Nagarathar. I pray to the
almighty Lord Iyyappa for your service to our
community to excel well.
-Rama. Kumarappan, Kumbakonam
The essays published in our magazine are
very valuable and practicable. I request you to
make more strenuous efforts to publish very
useful essays to make effective reforms pending
in our community and to lead and implement
the reforms.
-Supa. Annamalai, Chennai
“Thenum Arockiyamum” was wonderful.
The essay I.P.C and Inba Thirukural and
Thaipoosa Thiruvizha Magimai made the
issue shine brightly with “Ithu NammaNadu,
Chettinad Post, Thirumana Sevai, and Velaiyai
Thedi. Features, the magazine proved as a
distinct one.
-A. N. Chidambaram, Viraiyachilai
Within a short span of time from the
beginning of the magazine, our journal is
giving marriage gifts and education assistances
continuously. An idea crosses the mind that
Namadhu Chettinad

the magazine could have been named “Vallal
Chettinad” than “Namadhu Chettinad”.
-Uma Ramanathan, Kallai
The picture in the front wrapper of
Namadhu Chettinad deserves to be collected
for safe keeping as a valuable treasure,
without throwing away it. The temple tower
of Kannathal Amman Temple and Vinayagar
temple are so true. These make us pray to the
Towers as the darshan of Temple Towers give
us the value of one Crore good deeds. Very
glad! Thank You!
-Karpagam Arunachalam, Konapattu
I saw the recipe for Vazhaippoo Vadai in the
February issue. After kneading the Vazhaippoo
flour, for 2 minutes we should mix it with wet
flour of Sago (Javvarisi). If fried thereafter the
vadas will be very crisp.
-Pe. Sowndharam, Bangalore
The front wrapper picture of
Nattarasankottai Kannudaya Nayaki Amman
Temple Tuesday Pongal Festival was very
attractive.
“Odipponavan Kathai”, though it is only
a short story; the author’s thoughts are quite
useful. ‘Nothing is impossible if one makes
proper efforts’ is the moral clearly broughtout
in the story. You made us all think a lot through
this short story. The story of the talented
student will create a deep impression on the
minds of all. Thank you.
-Penamunai Lena, Nattarasankottai
Vigneswari’s drawing is very nice!
Aramkoorum Avaiyam is wonderful! We came
to know many unknown facts about “Aram”.
All nice things excel in your magazine. This is a
high quality magazine.
-Aru. Nagappan Chettiar, Pudhuvayal
The Nattarasan Kottai Kannathal Temple
Tower, Drinking Water pond and the Pongal
Festival are wonderful to look at. In “Namadhu
Ilakku” article, it is mentioned that next year,
cleaning work will be undertaken by you
in Kundrakkudi. We are glad and proud to
know it. The essay on Cho. Murugappa and
the interview with Dr. S. Subramaniam are
especially good. The magazine is going on the
right path. Congratulations.
-Valampuri Lena, Thiruvalampozhil
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The Feast pattern in the
Worship of the clan’s deity

‘If the body heals fully, this year we will
visit the temple of clan deity and pray the
deity offering in sacrifice a lamb’.
‘If I get the foreign job, and the marriage
is finalized in the holy time this Time, I
shall come with my family and remit my
offerings to the clan’s deity’.
Such conversations are heard often
among our Nagarathar Community.
Devotional offering of lamb means that
if a prayer is put forth to the god, and if
we get the thing desired, a lamb or a hen
is sacrificed before the clan deity. This
practice is followed for many years among
our people.
The one point to ponder in this is, such
killing of lamb or offering the hen are not
done in our town Siva Temples and the major
temples we worship like Thiruvannamalai.
But clan deity is worshipped in small
villages in small temples in a widespread
way in rural area.
Once in a year, if all the cousins of a clan,
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the paternal line of “Pangalis” assemble
and pray to the clan deity which is a very
good practice. But for thanking the deity
for answering our prayers, kill the lamb/
chicken etc cutting their heads and a sauce
of the oozing blood is made into a dish and
a feast of six different tastes is arranged
and ate in a group eating ceremony. How
is it correct?
Because of this cruel killing, the temple
which should be a sweet smelling place of
fragrances turns out as the place of bad
smelling odour of flesh permits the holy
spot.
We should ponder peacefully the
thoughts of sages like Thiruvalluvar,
Thirumoolar, Vallalar and Mahatma Gandhi
who tell that it is a sin to kill other beings,
and to develop flesh in our body we should
not kill and eat the flesh of other beings.
God has created you and me! Lambs,
Hens, and Birds are also beings created by
Him. Giving death to a being to safe guard
another life may not be accepted, will it?
Is it not a commercial exchange of two
products?
Our prayer is to fulfill one of our needs.
If it is given to us we try to give back
something. Is this not a profit oriented
activity? Can there be business motive in
devotion to god? Thiruvalluvar mentions
that such activities will not be undertaken
by merciful people who walk along the path
of love.
The clan deity temples should spread
godliness and sweet smell. Can bad odour
spread in these temples? Think over it!
The money we spend on killing a lamb
Namadhu Chettinad

Thirumoolar designates the people who
kill other beings as lowly humans “Kill
it! Pierce it” are the cries of animal level
beings, he says. He condemns them as
animals even.
Vallalar’s heart worried over the plants
which become dry without water! Taking a

may be used for providing free food to the
needy poor. We can pray like that. We can
pray heartily and make our views to donate
liberally for education and for medical
treatment of poor children. There are such
good ways to make holy vows, which are
likeable to the gods, and they are available
in plenty.
If the right path is advised, many cast
away it as a sin against god. They refuse to
take the holy way. What is a sin against god?
Think over yourself! What is the power
given to us to cut the head, fell the body
and take its life trying to give it back to god?
Calmly ponder over it.
A small garland is put on the neck of
the lamb. Cold water is splashed over its
head. It shakes its head. That is taken as its
acceptance for killing it. What ignorance is
this! If some water is splashed on any body’s
head he will shake it definitely! It is natural!
That is not at all a signal to acceptance of
killing. You may rationally analyze this.
I wish to mention an incident happened
in one of our cousin’s family. The boy is in
America with a good job. He is well educated
and a good boy by nature. His mother took
a holy vow to kill a lamb in sacrifice to
the clan deity. When the boy heard about
this he refused this. “This is not proper. I
don’t like this. Mother, please desist from
this,” he pleaded to her. The young man
is rational and thoughtful! I conveyed my
congratulations to him through his mother
as he is planting seeds for the noble thinking
among future young generations.
Namadhu Chettinad

cruel weapon, killing with it, and watching
it shiver and die cannot be accepted by the
minds of noble men. Can they?
Let us worship in sacred temples with
noble mind! We may offer sweet smelling
flowers to the deity of our clan! Let us avoid
the odour of blood! Let us avoid flesh and
pray a holy way! God’s benedictions will
surely shower on us!
Discerning truth, hating killing, thinking
good, we may lead a nice life!
Our Nagarathar Community is a group
of learned well meaning
citizens and they will
accept this pious path
wholeheartedly. I have
written this with a fund
of good faith.

- R. Meenatchi,
Kottaiyur
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Short story

dance too much. There should be a limit to
anything.”
She went on praising her daughter. She
is qualified like a degree holder to praise
her daughter too much and belittle the
daughter-in-law badly.
Sorna was not prepared to celebrate
the pleasures of night. The pillow in the
bed room with the words “Sweet
Dream” was turned upside down
by her. Shanmugam consoled her.
“When old age is reached, this
will be the condition. Leave it aside”.

“Whatever it is, mother’s house
is the heaven for women, isn’t it
Sorna……..”
Her husband asked with satire.
“The nagging by your mother is
unbearable. You are nodding your head
to everything she says. Is there no end
to this? I am leaving for my mother’s
house”.
“You are telling me this, one hundred
times a day, don’t threaten me vainly!”
Sunday is the consolation prize for
the office goers. Even in that prize such
irritants………
Sorna and Shanmugam went to Pondy
Bazar and purchased a number of things.
The look on them by Sivagami, mother
of Shanmugam, indicated that she didn’t
like the purchase.
“Sorna’s birthday is coming……
.A sari, handbag and footwear for
her”…….
Sivakami didn’t look at the things.
She looked at the price tags.
“Your sister Vimala is not spending
unnecessarily like this. One should not
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“What am I spending unnecessarily? Am
I going to hotel like other women, without
cooking at home? Do I go to any cinema?
Is there a servant maid to wash vessels? Did
I ask for a washing machine? I work from
6’o clock dawn to 11 pm at night. Even
if I go to the doctor rarely for body pain
your mother terms it also as unnecessary
expenditure”.
“Do you want me to chase my mother
out of the house? Cut the talk and go to
sleep”.
Both of them quarreled and went to
sleep. Without raising her voice, Sivakami
talked to her daughter Vimala.
“Vimala, Are you alright? Is the son-inlaw agreeing you to all you say? Carefully
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Alagammai Lakshmanan (Muscat)
monitor so that he doesn’t give any money
to his elder or younger sister. Because, you
have your family to look after. Tell him
various things and get money and save in
bank separately. I shall come and bring you
here for your delivery”.
Sorna will say she will go to her mother’s
house for whatever difficulty! On the other
hand Lalitha asks why she should go to her
mother’s house whatever happened. Lalitha
is the friend of Sorna.
Lalitha argued like a lawyer with her
husband Sundar.
“Your mother is miserable.
Why should she suffer alone?
You are a son to her. Is the son
only for lighting the funeral Pyre?
Is it not his duty to keep his
mother with him? Whenever the
crow caws, she will think that her
son will be coming. Let her come
and live with us. Go and bring her
here.”
“Is it not enough to have our
present problems? If she comes
thousand problems will arise.
Not only that, Tablets Medicine,
Injection, Test, and Doctor,
taxi……. Who has money? You
do one thing. Ask your father to
send his pension here”.
“You are one among the men
who bring wives as cows to milk
in the name of marriage……”
The quarrel will loom large. In
the end Sundar will say, “Go to
your mother’s house”.
She will retort, “Why should
I go to my mother’s house? This
only is my house.”
After
reciting
‘Sundara
Kandam’ for 48 days, Sorna
became pregnant. Sivakami came
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to know that and asked, if you become
pregnant when my daughter is already
pregnant how will my son spend for two
pregnancies? What is the hurry now?
Sorna’s grief was boundless. How will
she feel if the first pregnancy is disliked?
Feminity reached its full bloom only
after motherhood. That is the Nobel Prize
a woman gives to her child. The kiss of the
milk laden lips of the baby is the baby’s
autograph to its mother. Today’s mother
in law was herself a mother earlier. Why
should she talk like this! I cannot live here.
I shall go to my mother’s house.”
“You speak about your mother’s house.
You have no mother or father. You do only
have brother and his wife.
“They are my mother and father”.
Sorna went to her place.
“Leave her….. She would come back on
her own. A wife should obey the words of
her husband.”
“Amma, wife is not a doll. She is not an
inanimate thing. Your family pattern was
for your age. Now in our times a peaceful
family is needed. Parents should not become
enemies of their children.”
Sorna thought that brother’s house is
the mother’s house but just after four days

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
The May issue of our magazine
will be brought out as the
first anniversary Souvenir.
Articles for the Souvenir
are welcome.
The last date to receive
contributions is 25-04-2016.
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cyclone attacked her happiness.
“It is good your sister quarreled with
her husband and came to us. I stopped the
servant. Hereafter I need not get up early
in hurry and cook hastily for sending you
to office. We have purchased clothes for
children. We need not request the tailor.
Your sister knows stitching. Even tuition
miss is not needed. She will take the children
to school by walk. So the expenditure for
auto is now minimised.”
Sorna heard this talk. She told that her
friend Lalitha asked her to come and went
to her house. She cried alone and recounted
her worries to Lalitha.
“Are relationships just for sale? Is life a
business?”
“Look Sorna, if one is born as a woman,
her place as wife and her place as mother
are the important things. Real happiness is
in husband, child, family and the unified life
of nice relationships.”
“How can I bow to the people who are
blocking my happiness?”
“Happiness is not about the places. It is
about the heart. In games, you give a leeway,
you are defeated. But in marital relationship
give and take is the sign of success. Only
your family can give the protection to the
sacred yarn in your neck. The bank locker
cannot give that protection. When minor
problems arise without fear or jealousy
you should fight within your in laws house
and win them. The cloud becomes rain, it
goes as river. The river mingles with the
sea. That is the way of making a family.
Life is for living and not for blaming or
separating………”
If a person, falters a little everybody
may start giving advice. But Lalitha’s advice
seemed correct and proper. Otherwise, why
Sorna is travelling to Chennai in search of
Shanmugam?
❏
Namadhu Chettinad

Appointments in Chettinad Group

Employment
News
Post

Interested candidates send their resumes with
copies of testimonials to Namadhu Chettinad,
(Box No.2), Rani Seethai Hall, 6th Floor,
603, Anna Salai, Chennai 600 006.
Post

: Senior Analyst

: Programmer (2 Posts)

Qualification : MCA or Any Degree

Qualification : MCA or Any Degree

Experience : 6+ years as System Analyst
with Programming Experience

Experience : 4+ years as Programmer
(PHP/My SQL)

6+ Years of experience in analysing and
designing software applications to meet
user requirements using PHP, My SQL, SQL
Server, Java and other web based application /open source technologies. Preference to
be given to candidates from Educational insti
tutions and Health care industry.

4+ Years of experience in developing software applications using PHP, My SQL and
other web based application/open source
technologies. Preference to be given to candidates from Educational institutions and Health
care industry.

Should be strong in understanding requirements from users, design database tables and
guide other programmers to develop application. Well experienced in requirement gathering, Gap analysis, define scope and prepare
functional flow charts for the process and
documentation. Should be able to install and
maintain PHP servers and maintain source
control for applications developed. Knowledge of Crystal reports and other reporting
tools and the ability to integrate them with
PHP or web applications is preferred. Should
be strong in using Excel extensively for data
analysis and reporting.

Should be strong in understanding requirements from users, understand database
tables and data diagrams to develop application. Ability to understand functional scope and
prepare process flow charts and documentation. Should be able to install and maintain
PHP servers and maintain source control for
applications developed. Additional knowledge
in maintaining LMS (Learning Management
System) and other e-learning tools. Knowledge of Crystal reports and other reporting
tools and the ability to integrate them with
PHP or web applications is preferred. Knowledge and ability to transform open source applications like LMS, Moodle, Black board is
preferred.

Skills: PHP, My SQL, SQL Server, Crystal or
Jasper reports, MS Excel, Campus Management System etc., understanding of SDLC,
Good communication, ability to lead 4-5 programmers.

Skills: PHP, My SQL, SQL Server, Crystal
or Jasper reports, MS Excel, LMS, Campus
Management System etc., Flow charts.

Sl.No.

Position

4
5
6
7
8
9

Qualification

M.Sc. (Chemistry) with 1st Class
M.Sc. (Mathematics) with 1st Class
M.Sc. (Physics) with 1st Class
M.A. (English) with 1st Class
Lecturer/English
B.E. (Civil) with 1st Class
Lecturer/Civil Engg.
Lecturer/Mechanical Engg. B.E. (Mechanical) with 1st Class
Lecturer/Elecl.& Etcs.Engg. B.E. (Elecl.& Etcs) 1st Class
Any Degree with experience in a Boy's Hostel.
Deputy Warden
Ex-Servicemen
Security Officer

1 Lecturer/Chemistry
2 Lecturer/Mathematics
3 Lecturer/Physics

Namadhu Chettinad

Experience

5+ years' experience
in reputed institutions
for all Positions.
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SEEKING JOBS
he details of job seekers are given under.
People who plan to employ them may contact them
directly..

Name 		
D.of B.		
Qln. 		
Marks		
Year ofPassing
Exp.		
E-Mail		
Cell		

: K.Vairavan
: 28.05.1990
: B.Com
: 65%
: 2011
: 4 years
: vairavan2277@gmail.com
: 81441 74082

Name 		
D.of B.		
Qln. 		
Marks		
Year of Passing
Exp.		
E-Mail		
Cell		

: A.Nagappan
: 9.08.1990
: BE (I.T.)
: 70%
: 2011
: 2 years & 5 months
: nagappanit@hotmail.com
: 95003 75703

Name 		
D.of B.		
Qln. 		
Marks		
Year of Passing
Exp.		
E-Mail		
Cell		

: TR.Arunviswam
: ..........
: B.E. Mech.
: ................
: .............
: 6 Months
: donviswa58@gmail.com
: 94869 37883

Name 		
D.of B.		
Qln. 		
Marks		
Year of Passing
Exp.		
E-Mail		
Cell		

: AL.Meyyappan
: .....................
: B.Com.
: 59%
: 1998
: 6 years
: almeyyappan@gmail.com
: ....................

Name 		
D.of B.		
Qln. 		
Marks		
Year of Passing
Exp.		
E-Mail		
Cell		

: M.Manickam
: 13.3.1995
: D.M.E.
: 67%
: 2015
: ...............
: manickammim@gmail.com
: 99420 75554

T
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FULL RECITAL OF
THIRUVASAGAM:Kottaiyur Velangudi Sri Kamatchi
Amman Udanaya Kandeeswarar Temple is
one of nine Nagara Temples. Nagarathar
Athi Guru Mudhalvar, Yoga thandam
special Abhisekam and rituals of worship
were done on 03/02/2016 Wednesday. On
the same day full recital of Thiruvasagam
was conducted.
Every month, during the star
of Anusham, sacred to Nagaratahr,
Thiruvasagam Mutrodhal – singing the
verses in totality will be conducted.
THIRUKAILAYA VAGANAM:During the Kudamuzhkku celebrations
of Dindigul Abirami Arnman Temple on
20-01-2016, Dindigul Nagarathar donated
the silver Thirukailaya Vaganam at the cost
of Rs. 25 lakhs and the bronze bell at the
cost of Rs. 2.75 lakhs (220 Kg of weight)
and cash donation of Rs. 40 lakhs for
renovation.

KUMBABHISEKAM:The Kumbabhisekam of Omakkattu
Ayyanar Sri Paripoorana Pushkala Devis
Temple in Omakkadu Village, near
Nerkuppai Town, Thirupathur Taluk,
Sivaganga District will be conducted on
21-04-2016 morning. Renovation works
and binding paste were done for Arulmigu
Ayyanar, Mayandi Swami, Omakaruppan,
Veerabhadrar, Achi Amman, Thottichi
Amman, Parivara deities, Arulmigu Sonaiah
Swami. Nagarathar people and all devotees
are invited to participate in Yagasala Poojai
Namadhu Chettinad

ITHU
NAMMA
NADU
from the evening of 19-04-2016 and the
Kumbabhisekam on 21-04-2016.
-Rama Sethuraman, 93853 36661
THAI POOSAM FESTIVAL:On behalf of Chennai Ambattur
Nagarathar Maheswara Poojai Paripalana
Sabai, the 7th year Thai Poosam festival
was celebrated with fanfare on 24-01-2016
Sunday at Arulmigu Srivalli Devasena
Sametha Subramaniya Swami Temple,
Menampedu, V. O. C. Nagar.
Ganapathi Homam at 6 Am was followed
by Milkpots procession of 126 vessels from
Menampedu Iyappa Temple, went around
in the town and Abisekam was done for
Valli Devasena Sametha Subramaniya
Swami. The Deeparathanai was done at
12.30. Poorfeeding was also done later.
VEL, KAVADI YATRA TO
SWAMIMALAI:On behalf of Nagarathar Sngam Trichy
a padayatra with vel, kavadi and devotees
will start from K K Nagar Sri Karpaga
Vinayaga Temple on 10-04-2016 Sunday
at 5 Pm. The journey is for worship at
Swamimalai.
Sri Karpaga Vinayaga Nagarathar
Snagam welcomes all devotes for worship.
-S. Subbiah Chettiar, Trichy
Karnataka Nagarathar Sangam
Karnataka Nagarathar Sangam On 0302-2016 Wednesday 45 men and women
of our Community went on a holy
procession with Milk pots praying for
the welfare of Nagarathar. They started
from Kota Venkatramana Swamy Temple
Visweswarapuram and proceeded to Kailasa
Ashram in Rajarajeswari Nagar.
March 2016 u
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Our Young Man Wins the Remy
Award In USA:The 49th International Film Festival
was organized in Houston city, USA. More
than a thousand films from 43 nations
participated. In this festival the film “Kanavu
Vaariam” directed by Arun Chidambaram
won the internationally famous Remmy
Award. Arun Chidambaram wrote the story,
screenplay dialogues and songs for the film

and acted as the hero, which is a remarkable
feat! Congratulations Arun!
Vayalur padayatra by Trichy
Nagarathar Sangam:500 men, women and children of
Nagarathar proceeded on padayatra from
Trichy to Vayalur Murugan Temple on
20-02-2016 morning 6Am. Kuzhipirai
Valathichits Supa. Palaniappan carried the
‘Vel’ and 24 kavadis and 18 milk pots were
carried in the pilgrimage. The pilgrimage
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reached Vayalur at 9.30Am Poojai to the
Vayalur presiding deity Muruga was done
with golden robe, milk abhisekam and
other rituals in a grand manner.
Padhayatra
arrangements
were
coordinated by M. Rajendran President,
Chi. Meenakshi Sundaram, Vice President,
P. R. Muthukumar Secretary, R. M. Kasi
Treasurer, Joint Secretary, Past President,
members of Executive Committee, General
Council and Padayatra Committee. The
arrangements were made in an excellent
manner.
The night dinner on 20-02-2016 was
provided by Pallathur M. RM. Alagappa
Chettiar Family. The morning tiffin on 2102-2016 was hosted by Karaikudi Muthu.
Ve. Cho. Na. Vellayan family. The noon
feast was given by O. Chiruvayal VE. AL.
Chinna Alagappa Chettiar family. The feast
was arranged in a grand manner nicely in
Vayalur Raja Marriage Hall.
THAI POOSAM FESTIVAL:The Nagarathar Thaipoosam Festival
of Malaikkottai Arulmigu Thayumanavar
Swamy temple Trichy was conducted with
religious fervor on 24-01-2016. In the
morning the five sacred deities were taken
for holy bath. In the evening the five deities
were decorated grandly and with Dheepa
Aradhana went on the procession from
the tanks of Cavvery. Nagarathar people

Namadhu Chettinad

thronged in strength for this festival.
35th YEAR PADAIPPU:Kandaramanickam,
Iluppaikudi
Nagarathar 35th year Padaippu was
conducted on 15-02-2016. The cousins
went on religious tour to Rameswaram,
Uttarakosamangai,
Devipatnam,
had
darshan of deities and returned to the place
at night.
MONTHLY CHATHURTHI
FESTIVAL AT
PILLAIYARPATTI:Monthly Chathurthi Festival was
conducted at Pillaiyarpatti Karpaga Vinayaga
Temple in connection with Sangadahara
Chathurthi on 27-01-2016. The function
was conducted at Thamarai Mandapam
near east Rajagopuram. Hereditary trustee
Karaikudi Mu. Thanneermalai Chettiar
delivered the welcome address. Tamil
savant Gurumaha Sannidhanam Thavathiru
Ponnambala Adigalar presided over the
function and presented his benedictory
address. Pulavar Ravichandran, Teacher of
Tamil delivered special address.
Kandavarayanpatti Va. Palanikumar of
the trustee’s family and a talented orator
of literature conducted the program. Dr.
Pichai Sivachariar, Trustees, Naattaar
Nagarathar elders, and devotees attended
in strength. Poolangurichi Va. Ramanathan

Namadhu Chettinad

Chettiar proposed the vote of thanks. The
arrangements were done well by Dr. Ve.
Ganesan, Temple Administrator.

PILLAIYAR NONBUVIZHA
MADURAI KARPAGA NAGAR
NAGARATHAR SANGAM:Pillaiyar Nonbu Izhai taking ceremony
was conducted at Arun Enclave Apartments
Karpaganagar. The donors were honored
under the presidentship of Cho. Thenappa
Chettiar, President Nagarathar Sangam
Karpaga nagar. 230 persons took the Izhai.
A daily calendar and Members Address
Book were given to all.
Supa. Gomapathi proposed the vote of
thanks at the conclusion of the function.
❏
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SIRUVAR NADU

TEN DIFFERENCES

KNOW THEM
WELL

If you turn the starfish upside down,
there will be a thin straight line, like drawn
by scale, in the middle of each of its five
fingers. In that thin hollow, there are
numerous legs like very small tubes with
thin polythene walls. The legs have no
strength to bear the body and move it.
So, sea water seeps in through the
porous part between the hands. When
water flows in the polythene legs become
stiff. At that time the star fish breaths air
in and the legs expand like balloons and
move the body forward. We need so many
words to describe it. But the process will
be done with in less than a second. That is
why the movement of these fishes makes
us wonder.
Lizards climb upon even slippery
walls and reach the rooftop. It defies the
gravitational force and walks upside down.
To enable it to do so its feet are divided
into many plates with minute systems. Its
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There are ten differences
between the two pictures.
The answers are given in next page.
Namadhu Chettinad

TEN DIFFERENCES - Answers
1. Tail of the bird, 2. Collar of the boy,
3. Design in shirt, 4. The shrink line in the
shirt of the angler, 5. Nail in the big toe,
6. The left hind leg of the dog, 7. Eye of the
dog, 8. Water bubble, 9. Fishing handle,
10. The small cloud.

muscle tendons are formed so that the
lizard can move its plates. Moreover there
are strong blood veins between the plates
and the leg bones. The pressure changes
in them enable the plates to hold to the
surface of walls strongly.
Even in the pattern of walking lizards
are different from its. A man raises his
heels first from the ground when he starts
to walk. When a man’s touches to ground
to hold, the forefingers in feet first touch
the ground. But the lizard raises its fingers
first and will raise the heels only next. Only
the heel touches the grand when the feet
comes down.

Biologists measured and recorded the
life span of animals. According to it, one
tortoise named “Grand Tortoise” in Sicily
Island lived from 1766 to 1918 and crossed
the century in its life.

The spider spins its net like a skilful

The animals have to face numerous
challenges to live by Nature. Enemies,
disease, hunger, natural disasters and so
many challenges like these. So there is a
problem in finding the animal which lives
longest, in an accurate way.
Even then on an approximate analysis
it is said that whales and tortoises live for
more than 400 years.
Namadhu Chettinad

technician. The artistic talent is excelled
by the thinness of the thread. A thread
measures only 0.0003 micron only. It is only
one part of ten lakhs in one inch. It cannot
be seen by bare eyes. It can be seen only
through a microscope. Even if ten crores
of these threads are rolled into one, it will
not get the thickness of human hair. But
the thread is very strong.
It has elasticity to lengthen it by twenty
percent; the thin thread will hold a weight
of 80 grams without breaking.
Another secret……..
Do you know Bullet Proof Dress? The
mechanism of spider net is used in the
manufacture of it.
❏
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QUIZ COMPETITION
1. Number Hill

18
? ?
? 4 ?
? ? 3 4

Fill up the pla
ces with question
marks with correct
numbers. The sum of each line should
be equal to the number above it.

14

3. Magic Square

Nine
continuous
numbers
must
be
selected to fill up the
empty squares. When
filled up correctly the
total of the numbers in row, column and
diagonal should be the same.

11

8

4. Middle Number &

2. Equate it

21 ? 3 ? 7 ? 1 = 8

The four corners

Use the four mathematical signs (+,-,x,÷)
in the places of questions marks and arrive
at the given number.
Answers to the quiz must be sent by
post card. Prize will be given to the all
correct entries.
Send your answers to
Quiz Contest,
Namadhu Chettinad,
Rani Seethai Hall, 5th Floor,
603, Anna Salai,
Chennai 600 006.
Answers to the
February quiz:
1. 3012 Legs
2. ANYTHING
3. Y (TWENTY)
4. 88
No correct answers
for four quizzes was
received from anybody.
Among the answers
received, M. S. Nivedha,
Chennai answered three
quizzes at the most.
Rs. 200/- prize amount
will be sent to her.

Name		
Age		
Class		
School		
Parents		
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Middle number and four corners.
The middle number is arrived at using the
four corner numbers in a pattern. What
number should come in the place of the
question mark?
Drawing
by Tiny tot

: S. Sujay Saravanan
:6
: I Std
: Sindhi Vidyalaya Matric
Hr Sec School, Coimbatore.
: Aru. Sathappan – Selvi.
Namadhu Chettinad

The Great ‘Thiruppani Rethna'
S. L. N. S. Narayanan Chettiar
Philanthropist Vallal Alagappar, Kamban
Adipodi Sa. Ganesan, Thamizhkadal Raya.
Cho. , great reformer Cho. Murugappa A. V.
Meyyappa Chettiar and a lot of others hailed
from Karaikudi and made the town proud
by their achievements. Their great work for
the betterment of the society will be recalled
with gratitude by future generations beyond
the Ken of time. In that glorious line, Thiru.
S. L. N. S. Narayanan Chettiar of Okkur
Udayar sect of Ilayathangudi is doing many
noble charitable works and adding name and
fame to Karaikudi.
The charitable Thiruppani done by him
overwhelm as by the quantity and greatness.
He donated large sums from his own wealth
and arranged religious and plulanthropic
works as follows:Kuda muzhukku – Renovation and Sacred
water pouring Ceremonies.
Ariyakkudi
Thiruvengadam
udayan
Thirukovil Thiruppani, Ariyakkudi Sri
Lakshmi Narasimhar Temple Renovation
and Kudamuzhukku in 1999 and 2013.
Ilayathangudi Nagara Kovil Kudamuzhu
kku. Ilayathangudi Kailasa Vinayagar Temple
and Drinking water pond Renovation at
great cost. Karaikudi Kaattamman Kovil
Kudamuzhukku and Thiruppani. Karaikudi
Koppudayamman Kovil Kudamuzhukku
Thiruppani. Karaikudi Karuppar Temple
– Statue Donation Building Assistance
and Kudamuzhukku. Karaikudi Na. Pudur
Perumal Kovil pond Renovating pond, banks
and construction of Nandavanam. Karaikudi
Na. Perumal Temple Full Renovation
construction and Kudamuzhukku. Karaikudi
Na. Pudur Ooranikarai Banyan Tree Sri
Ashtarna Siddhi Dakshinamurthi temple
construction and beautification. Ilangudi
Sri Bagachalamurthi Ayyanar Temple
Namadhu Chettinad

Kudamuzhukku. Rangiyam Peria Karuppana
Sami Temple Kudamuzhukku. Statue
donation and construction of temple of Sri
Yoga Anugraha Saneeswarar. The drinking
water ponds at Karaikudi Sivan Temple,
Perumal Temple and Muthalamman Temple
were desilted, banks were constructed and
Nandhavanams (flower gardens) were made
and maintained.

THIRUPPANI RETHNA

KARAIKUDI Muthalamman temple
Management and Padma Saliyar Community
organized a felicitation function 06-03-2016
and the charitable activities of Sri Narayanan
Chettiar including the Temple Tank work
of Muthalamman Temple were felicitated.
Hon’ble Justiee Dr. M. Chokkalingam
presented the “Thiruppani Rethna” award to
Sri Narayanan Chettiar.
Aruladiyar Kandanur Thiru. Pazha.
Pazhaniappa Chettiar, Aramana Chemmel
Pazha. Padikkasu, and State office bearers
of Padma Saliyar Community delivered
felicitation in the function.
Thiru Rajamani Muthuganesan Patron,
“Namadhu Chettinad”, Kamban Adipodi
Thiru. Pazha, Pazhaniappan and Thiru. Aru.
Ka. Karuppan Chettiar graced the function
by their active participation.

Titles Received

Thiruppani Chelvar, Arappani Annal,
Thiruppani Chemmal, Thiramaisal Pani
yalar, Thurai Vithagar, Sevai Chemmal,
Podhuppani Chemmal and Thiruppani
Rethna
March 2016 u
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MARRIAGE SERVICE
In this section, the details of persons who seek bride/

bride groom are published as free service basis. They may

Name
: Balamurugan
Age		
: 30
Star		
: Uttaram
Parents		
: Dr. N. N. Kannappan
Native Place
: Paganeri
Temple		
: Vairavankovil
Section		
: Peria Karuppu
Education
: B.Sc (Hons London)
Employment
: Private in Brunei
Salary		
: …………………….
Phones		
: 95979 00337

be contacted directly by people who require details and
settle about marriages themselves.

Name		
Age		
Star		
Parents		
Native Place
Temple		
Section		
Education
Employment
Salary		
Phones		

Name
Age		
Star		
Parents		
Native town
Temple		
Section		
Education
Employment
Salary		
Phones 		

: Rama Palaniappan
: 31
: Avittam
: M. Ramanathan
: Shanmuganathapuram
: Mathur
: Uraiyur
: D. C. T
: Private Concern
: Rs 12,000 per month
: 93443 66078;
93621 24278

: Na. Ramasamy
: 26
: Miruga
Siridam
: Rama. Nagappan
: Karaikudi
: Ilayathangudi
: Perumarudur Udayan
: B. Tech I. T
: Engineer T. C. S
: Rs 6 lakhs per year
: 90438 04033;
99522 19420

Name		
Age		
Star		
Parents		
Native town
Temple		
Section		
Education
Employment
Salary		
Phones 		

: Karthick
: 29
: Krithikai
: Lakshmanan
: Devakottai
: Iluppaikudi
: ………………..
: M. B. A
: Private
: Rs 50,000 per month
: 99008 06775

Name
: Ma. Renganathan
Age		
: 26
Star		
: Uttaram
Parents		
: Na. Madhavan
Native Place
: P. Karungulam
Temple		
: Iraniyur
Section		
: ……………….
Education
: B. E (E. E. E)
Employment
: Spic Co
Salary		
: 3.60 lakhs yearly
Phones		
: 90030 37608

§ÚUQ úNûY, úYûXûVj úR¥... TÏ§L°p CPmùT\, JqùYôÚ UôRØm
30}Bm úR§dÏs ùT\lTÓm ®YWeLs UhÓúU úNojÕdùLôs[lTÓm.
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Name

: Cho. Valliammai
(Divorcee)
Age		
: 25
Star		
: Sathayam
Parents		
: L. Chokkalingam
Native town
: Athangudi
Temple		
: Ilayathangudi
Section		
: Kazhanivasal
Education
: B. E., M. B. A
Employment
: Indian Overseas Bank
Salary		
: Rs 25,000 Monthly
Phones 		
: 97860 50429

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
NAME

: ………………………….....

ADDRESS

: …………………………….

…………………........................................
.................................................................
.………………...........................................

Name
: Na. Arunachalam
Age		
: 33
Star		
: Hastham
Parents		
: A. R. Natarajan
Native Place
: Devakottai
Temple		
: Mathur
Section		
: Uraiyur
Education
: M. B. A
Employment
: Infosys
Salary		
: Rs 1 lakh per month
Phones		
: 97106 92781;
98412 36290

KOVIL

: ………………………………

Section

: ………………………………

Native Place: …………………………......
E-Mail

: ……………………………....

Cell Phone : ……………………………...
Land line

: ……………………………....

Subscription:
Rs. 240 / 480 / 1200 / 10,000
Remittance method: Direct / MO / Cheque /
Bank

Name

: Thi. Vijay @
Subramaniam
Age		
: 32
Star		
: Chitra
Parents		
: S. Thigarajan
Native town
: Rangiyam
Temple		
: Irani Kovil
Section		
: ………………..
Education
: M. Sc.
Employment
: Publication Concern
Salary		
: Rs 20,000 Monthly
Phones 		
: 99946 82619;
99445 19761
Namadhu Chettinad

*Ref. No :.................................................
* If you are receiving the magazine
already please fill up the reference
number mentioned above your address in
the magazine cover.
Notes:-
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FOR THE KIND ATTENTION
OF OUR READERS
Namadhu Chettinad magazine sets out
to make efforts to unite all the Nagarathar
families. It serves as a bridge linking relations.
We request you to pay the subscription and
become a subscriber. Subscription may be
remitted directly or by M.O., Cheque, or
Bank remittance.
TO REMIT THROUGH BANKS
Name Account Name

: NAMADHU
CHETTINAD

Current account number

: 6021 8283 440

IFSC Code		

: MAHB0000400

Bank, branch		

: BANK OF
MAHARASHTRA,
MOUNT ROAD,
CHENNAI -6

People who desire to send subs cription
amounts may send by cheques or Demand
Drafts payable at Chennai in the name of
NAMADHU CHETTINAD.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual Subscription : Rs 240/For 2 years
: Rs 480/For 5 years
: Rs 1200/Life Term
: Rs 10,000/Singapore / Malaysia : 25 SGD
Other Countries
: 35 USD
People who remitted subscription
amounts are requested to inform their
name and address by letter or to email
‘namadhuchettinad@gmail.com’.
The form given here may be filled up and
sent to us with details of subscriptions to the
following address.

NAMADHU CHETTINAD

(Tamil Monthly)
Rani Seethai Arangam, 6th floor,
603 Anna Salai,
Chennai 600 006.

Kudanthai Guruji
Mahamaham Festival which is called
the Kumbamela of the South India was
celebrated with fanfare on 22-02-2016
at the Temple Town of Kudanthai.
Approximately 50 lakhs devotes took the
sacred bath.
Kumbakonam was called Kudanthai in
Sangam period. In medieval times it was
called “Kudamookku” and “Kudanthaik
Karonam” in literature. The importance
of Mahamaham is due to its observance
once in 12 years. This is based on
astronomy. In the Tamil month of Masi,
Guru will be in Simha rasi and Sun will
be in Kumba rasi. The Fullmoon day in
that month coincides with Maha Star as
Maha Maham. This will happen once in
12 years and on this basis Mahamaham is
celebrated.
Mahamaham is related to mythology.
Brahma Visited Lord Shiva and told, “The
Age of great floods which will destroy
the whole world is fast approaching.
During the monumental floods if the
primal matter for creation is destroyed
how can I conduct my designated work
of creation?”
He prayed to him and requested a
solution for that problem. Siva advised
Brahma to make a pot with clay and
Amrudham. The seed of creation was

Namadhu Chettinad Printed by A.N.Vairavan, at DOT LINE DATA, New No.3, Old No.2, 21st Avenue, Ashok Nagar,
Chennai 600 083 and Published by A.N.Vairavan at New No.39, Old No.15, 2nd Floor, Flat No.6, Pookkara Street, Vadapalani,
Chennai 600 026. Editor : N.Avadaiappan
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Kumbhamela of Tamilnadu
placed in it along with Vedas Agamas
Puramas and Ithihasas on its four sides.
The twelve constellations and 27 Stars were
placed in the Pot and Siva advised to do
special poojas and keep it in a hanging rope
and place it in the Meru mountain. The
deluge of floods made the Kumbam to
float to the southern region and the world
sank. Siva aimed an arrow and pierced the
pot into two. The sweet Amrudham settled
at Kumbakonam. The ingredients in the pot
scattered in various directions and many
temples appeared in those places. Today we
can see such temples around Kumbakonam,
emanating from the holy vessel.
The mouth of the pot fell at Kudavayil
– The mouth of the pot. The Vilvam leaves
in the pot settled at Nagesam. The hanging
rope – Uri – Changed into Sivalingam at
Somesam. The coconut on the pot fell at
Abimukesam. Siva broke the pot with an
arrow at Banapuresam. The holy thread put
round the pot fell at Gowthamesam. The
myths relate these.
Another mythological story is told about
Mahamaham. Ganga, Yamuna, Saraswathi,
Godavari, Cauveri, Sarayu, Thungabadra,
Narmadha and Krishna, the nine sacred
rivers prayed to Lord Shiva at Kasi. They
told him that men and women remove their
sins in us by bathing in our waters. They
asked where the rivers should go to relieve
the load of sins. Siva advised them to bath
in the Mahamaham tank in Kumbakoonam
to get away the load of sins. The rivers
accordingly bathed in Mahamaham and
removed their sins. Whatever the stories say,
scientifically we know that on Mahamaham
day Sun, Jupiter and Earth are on a straight
Namadhu Chettinad

line.
If we celebrate this our sins will
disappear at that moment. Even the sins
that don’t disappear at Kasi will leave us if
we bathe in Mahamaham Tank. This has
been recorded in literature and spiritual
culture continuously in many generations.
It has come to people’s parlance that
Mahamaham is holier than Kasi by one
sixteenth parts.
The
Mahamaham
Festival
was
established by Govinda Dheeksitar. He
was in the administration of Raghunatha
Nayak who ruled Thanjavur Kingdom.
He built the banks for Mahamaham tank.
The festival of Mahamaham Holy water
became popular from his times. The
holy bathe festival was mentioned in 7th
century in Thevaram hymns. Sekkizhar has
mentioned it in his Periya Puranam. Even
stone inscriptions mention that once in
twelve years Mahamaham was celebrated.
King Krishnadeva Raya took part in the
Mahamaham on 6 February 1517 and he
again participated in Mahamaham in 1524.
Historically this great festival was
conducted for many years. This adds to the
glory of Tamilnadu.
Many temples in and around
Kumbakonam were decorated with new
colours and look with grandeur and beauty
in connection with Mahamaham now.
The devotes who came with the aim to
take the holy bathe in Mahamaham tank
would have become happy and contented.
The festival arrangements this time were
done remarkably very well in an excellent
manner.
❏
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